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Abstract

This is a dissertation on electrical resistivity tomography methods for ameliorating environ-
mental systems; particularly, historic radioactive waste disposal facilities. It supports the
thesis that the remote sensing features of these methods are of high value in such applications
because sensors can be conveniently placed and need not signiflcantly modify the subject
under study. In contrast, invasive methods frequently damage confinement barriers and in-
crease the ükeühood of contamination-often chemical and radioactive in nature. Further,
intruding instruments affect material properties, thereby distorting natural responses and
complicating their study and evaluation. This research showed these methods respond to
contrasts in resistivity between waste and host materials, varying resistivity within waste,
and differences in mois,ture levels.

The data of this research was processed with the algorithm of Wexler, a double-constraint,
iterative approach to solving the nonlinear electrical resistivity tomography problem. To
overcome the slow rate of convergence of this algorithm, a general multistep approach was
developed where the response of the model variabies are fitted individually by iteration
number using an equation suited to the process. The result is used to compute the limit as

the iteration number goes to inflnity. This led to improved updates, and fewer iterations to
converge by as much as two orders of magnitude.

Surveys were performed with data-acquisition electronics and software, and processing
software, developed as part of this study. Groundwater in a clay-packed borehole was

monitored in situ at the Underground Research Laboratory for quantitative results that
were verified using independent measurements. Admittance was imaged in the rock wall of
the borehole where it showed an anomaly corresponding to a parallel borehole.

A field study focused on imaging in three dimensions with measurements made only
from surface. Images of metal barrels buried in sand with different orientations were suc-
cessfully produced, and a sürvey conducted at a conventional landfill facility discerned
trench boundaries and individual targets. A survey, performed at an operational low-level
faciüty, discovered trenches and individual targets

In summary, this dissertation research applied electrical resistivity tomography methods
for characterizing and ameliorating environmental systems. The data inversion algorithm
was improved and a complete and comprehensive system was developed-encompassing
data-acquisition and data-processing. The system was extensively applìed in laboratory and
field surveys and supported the thesis that the remote sensing features of these methods
are of high value when ameliorating environmental systems.

lv
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Chapter 1

fntroduction

1.1 Historical Background

Much progress has been made in the study of electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) meth-

ods for geophysical appJications since the seminal paper of Dey and Morris orr, IgTg [24J.
The work that followed, particularly that of Dines and Lytle, [26] helped to establish a

program in ERT methods at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LINL). This is a
national laboratory, active in the American nuclear research pÌogïam. Technical develop-

ments progressed throughout the 1980s during which the problems of inverting ERT data

constantly challenged the research. This is still the main obstacie to the emeïgence of the

method as a wideiy accepted method.

It was recent polìtical and not technological breakthroughs that led to greater interest

in this and simiiar technologies. With the breakup of the Soviet Union late in the 1g30's,

the Cold War between the United States and the Soviet Union no longer threatened to

heat up. As a result, the huge nuclear arms production industries of these two major world

powers lost their reason for existence-coming face-to-face with the prospect of elimination.

The economic consequences sparked action, particularly in the many regions supported by

related industries. Cold War resources were redirected into cleaning up massive environ-

mental problems generated by over half-a-century of arms production. This was justified

on the argument that past practices in radioactive waste disposal were no longer considered

responsible in today's poJitical climate. This interest in the ERT methods is still gathering
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momentum as it becomes more widely appreciated; to illustrate, it is to be used as a major

element in tests at the United States Department of Energy's Yucca Mountain project 
[gb].

While activity in ERT methods was ongoing on in the United States, field work was

being performed in Canada. At the University of Manitoba, funding by the Canadian

Department of Defense supported work applying the ERT method in detecting unexploded

ordnance in Canadian artillery ranges and the method was also applìed at a Manitoba

landfrll to characterize subterranean pollution plumes. The research for this dissertation

began early in 1990, to meet the need of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited for measuring

moisture in a soil-material barrier as part of tests for the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste

Management Program (NFWMP). The ERT method appeared to answer this need and

part of the research work reported here is on development and successful application of

the method in this program. Atomic Energy of Canada Limited also manages Canad.a's

low-level waste and this provided another application in this dissertation research.

This dissertation research is at an apex. The remediation needs of the Canadian and

American nuclear industry have converged with deveiopments made by earth scientists who

have been working in ERT methods for more then a decade. In this study, the performance

of the inversion algorithm for ERT data has been improved and a role in the remediation

of contaminated systems has been established. Major effort has been mad.e in developing

two separate data-acquisition systems, two distinct implementations of the data inversion

algorithm, and two distinct applications of the ERT method.

L.2 Purpose and Novel contributions of this Research

This dissertation research advances the ERT method for remediation of low-level radioactive

and nuclear fuel waste disposal facilities. The advances encompass all aspects of the technol-

ogy and include data acquisition and data processing-software and hardware. They were.

appJìed in the laboratory and in the field in two and three dimensions. These applications

were surface surveys to: 1) characterize low-level radioactive waste disposal faci[ties and
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Pur of dissertation research.

'study and improve data processing in two and three dimensions using
synthetic data. The approach developed can be applied to any iterative
inversion of nonlinear systems.
'Design and build a data-acquisition system suitable for environmental
applications.
'Apply the data acquisition and data processing to monitor moisture
in a soil-type barrier (buffer) developed for the canadian concept for the
disposal of nuclear fuel waste.
'Apply the data.acquisition and data processing system for surface
measurements to characterize low-level radioactive waste management
facilities.

2) study moisture movement in an engineered barrier system (buffer) within the Canadian

concept for the disposal of nuclear fuel waste [7-3,22,23]. The result was verified using

independent measurements. The moisture analysis was quantitative.

One of the primary purposes of the work was to accelerate the rate of convergence

of the data processing for image inversion. This was achieved with data generated from

synthetic models and from real measurements. The resulting approach proved to have

general application to finding roots in any nonlinear system when applying an iterative

method. Table 1.1 summarizes the objectives of this study.

This dissertation makes the following novel contributions to the use of ERT methods:

o Chapter 3: The work of others was expanded to accelerate convergence and included

a peak-detection filter [39, 65]. This work illustrated the lack of stability and slow

convergence properties of the algorithm used ior data processing in this study.

o Chapter 4: A novel multistep method was developed for accelerating iterative pro-

cessing to convergence. The approach, applicable to iterative processing in general,

improved the unmodified algorithm by two orders of magnitude when inverting field

Tabie
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data.

Chapter 5: A ERT methods data acquisition system suitable for use in environmental

applìcations was deveioped and applìed in a full-scale test in a soil material (buffer)

at the Underground Research Laboratory as part of Canada's Nuclear Fuel \Maste

Management Program. The study produced a qualitative analysis for the moisture

distributions in the buffer. This aspect of the research: 1) examined the electrical

properties of buffer; 2) modelled the electrical response; and 3) derived the calibration

relationship between the moisture and conductance.

Chapter 6: The ERT method was applied in a field survey of a low-level radioactive

waste management area to locate trench boundaries and individual targets.

Chapter 7: Conclusions weÌe drawn from the result of this dissertation research. Other

applications for ERT methods are discussed. For example, the preliminary result of

SectionT.3 demonstrated the method for monitoring moisture in granite.

Appendix A: The mathematical basis for the inversion of ERT data was developed,

expanding on previous work.

Appendix B: A mathematical approach as developed for fitting non-coincidental

stochastic data using a general form for a calibration curve. The approach was used

for in siúz caübration of ERT data with independent moisture measurements. This

is a general approach with broader applicabiJity.

In addition, Chapter 2 gives background on the data inversion algorithm used for this

dissertation.
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1-.3 The Technological Basis

The ERT methods image the distribution of admittance within a body using current and

voltage measurements. Poisson's equation is soived for the potential field to fit the data:

-Y'nVþ:f (1.1)

where rc : conductivity, / : electrical potential, and / = impressed current source dis-

tribution. The resultant system of equations is solvable with a variational approach since

solutions of Dirichlet's variational problems satisfy Poisson's equation [7]. As prescribed by

the divergence theorem, Equation 1.1 with boundary conditions uniquely determines the

field throughout the body.

When applying the ERT method, measurements are made at various points in and

around the target while exciting it using an externally applied electric field. Points of current

application and voltage measurements are referred to as ports, and multiple excitations are

applied along projection angles [108]. Figure 1.1 is a schematic of the appücation of ERT

methods.

The ERT methods are computational intensive, multidimensional applications of tradi-

tional four-probe arrays by which conductivity distributions are recovered [g6]. The result

at every point is dependent on the measurements at ali electrodes: in contrast with classical

resistivity measurements where data sets are independent and assumptions require that the

target region be laterally homogeneous [97]. As well, ERT methods give greater definition

and so smaller targets are more readily imaged [g6].

The size of the ERT inversion problem depends on the number of electrodes used and

the number of degrees of freedom in the model. There are three variables to consider:

1) the size of the survey; 2) the specified detail in the images; and 3) the number of

measulements taken. Each electrode can serve as the anode or the cathode of the current

loop, or as an electrode for a voltage reading. In a single measurement sequence, two

electrodes form the curtent loop while the voltage is measured at the remaining electrodes.
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Figure 1.1: Ðlectrical resistivity tomography measurements. Voltage measurements are
made in and around the object while exciting with an external field. Different excitation
sites are used for different sets of measuiements.

In a set of single measurement sequences intended to produce one image, electrodes serve

in any combination of these roles. In theory, the number of sequences allows sufficient

measurements to achieve a desired resolution in the final image: it was advancements in

computers that made reasonable resolutions practical.

L.4 F,stablished Environmental Applications

The ERT method can be used to characterize environmental systems. This is useful in

determining physical parameters in a system intended as a disposal facilìty for nuclear fuel

waste [79, 95] and for conventional waste sites [96]. The following is a list of five such

applications with a general statement on the commercial viabilìty of the ERT method as

the sixth item:
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o Imaging Plumes in a Landfill: The method has been successfully applied in a

surface survey in three dimensions at a sanitary landfllI located in a flood plain al-

luvium 196]. The image extended 36m down from surface over a 84m x B4m grid.

Laboratory studies were conducted as part of the effort to compare characteristics of
ERT methods'with conventional resistivity methods. The higher quality favoured the

ERT method mainly because it does not average over length at depth in proportion

to the electrode separation (as discussed above).

o Hydrological Properties of Tuff: Laboratory work using the ERT method has

characterized the hydrological properties of volcanic tuff on a scale of centimetres. It
provided a qualitative measure of the permeability from direct measurements, and

it included a scanning electron microscopy study of specimen in thin section. The

objective was to study the properties of tuff for restricting water movement through

a nuclear fuel waste vault design. The samples were repeatedly dehydrated and satu-

rated under pressure. The result showed that the hydration phase was not the reverse

of the drying phase. This was attributed to several phenomenon including fracture

healing due to high temperature deposition of silica during hydration [16, 59].

o Grout Penetration in Fbactures: The ERT method has been applied to mea-

sure grout penetration in rock fractures in a study conducted at the Underground

Research Laboratory (URL), near Lac du Bonnet, Manitoba [76]. To determine the

performance of grout in sealing the natural fractures in a nuclear fuel waste vault

system, grout was monitored in two dimensions as it displaced the ground water.

Changes in electromagnetic attenuation rate were detected and mapped to position

the grout within the fracture zone [21].

o Sparging: The BRT method was used in support of sparging activities by moni-

toring the progress of an injected air/steam front [70, 72,70I]. Sparging strips con-

taminants such as volatile organic compounds from saturated and unsaturated soil
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horizons. The application was successful even near metal-cased wells [72]. The study

reported in [101] compare high-frequency tomography, in the megahertz range, with
the low-frequency ERT method. The report proposed the ERT method be used for
hydrocarbon prospecting.

o Cross-hole Tomography: Field tests have been conducted in two dimensions to

study the performance of reconstruction algorithms with cross-borehole electrical re-

sistivity tomographv 1171. Monitoring was done while water was introduced in the

soil of a hydrauJ-ically complex region to infer the size and shape of the water plume

[19]. It was able to match the result to the geology of the test region obtained from

borehole tests.

o Commercial Prospects of ERT Methods: There are commercial prospects for the

ERT method in environmental applications. The version of the technology developed

at Lawrence Livermore Laboratories, is being transferred to a private sector company

RIMTech.l'2 Tests by RIMTech were proposed for site remediation work in the United

States during 1995 (W.D. Daily, personal communication) and it is now a part of a

regular research and development program. The ERT method is being applied for

monitoring leaks around single shelled storage tanks. Out of 14g such tanks, between

60 and 70 are leaking. Tests were originally performed in two dimensions and later in

three dimensions with good results (4. Rameriz, personal communication). The ERI
method is superior to two other options considered-tank level monitoring and point

sensor measurements in the surrounding soil. The presence of "bergs', in the chemical

"soup" make tank level monitoring ineffective and the highly heterogeneous material

causes channeling of the waste flow, causing it to be missed by point sensors.
lDenver CO.
2The author unde¡stands the technology has been transferred elsewhere for business réasons.
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Table 1.2 summarizes some of the environmental characteúzation studies of ERI meth-

ods in the past.

1-.5 Prospective Environmental Applications

The ERIT method is a typical geophysical method, often faced with practical problems

of large scale and poor target access. The contamination due to the nuclear industry
has generated a demand for geophysical methods in remediation. There are many such

prospective applications such as for characterization and in support of amelioration activities

such as soil stripping and sparging. Because of its remote sensing features, the ERT method

is well matched to the challenges presented in this field.

The ERT method is also under consideration as anew medical procedure because of it's
non-invasive nature and because it is not necessary to use a potentially damaging sorlrce

of energy such as is done in X-ray tomography [10, 11, 61]. Although promising, this

appJication is outside the scope of this study and not considered further in this dissertation

other then in passing remarks.

1.5.1 Radioactive Waste Management

There is considerable interest in characterizing radioactive waste sites due to society,s in-

creased concern for the envitonment [101]. This interest has led to considerable effort to
characterize and remediate historic sites in the United States and Canada.

Cold War nuclear arms production of the past half-century has been the largest source

for the accumulation of radioactive and chemical waste. Within the United States, the

inventory has been constantly growing from the output of metallurgical industries such as

those established in Hanford, Washington. Amounts in excess of 1g0 000m3 of solid waste

and 760 x 10el of liquid and toxic chemicals waste have been stored, dumped, or poured into

the ground or into retaining systems at Handford. This has been ongoing from 1g44 until
production of plutonium ceased in 1986. A major source of the problems at Handford are
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nine plutonium-producing reactors and nine reprocessing facilities containing 4J0 000 tonnes

of radioactive waste consisting mainly of contaminated reactor components. The cost of the

cleanup at Hanford is estimated at up to $200b, even though standards for acceptability

have not been fully developed [35]. Although Hanford is the most significant site since it
comprises over 60% of the most highly radioactive waste, there are thirteen other major
waste sites in the United States.

The chemistry of the pollutants has not been characterized because much of the waste

was mixed at random. Contaminants include plutonium, uranium, and radon in mill tail-
ings, uranium and thorium ores, and various transuranic elements. At many of these sites,

waste has leaked from disposal facilities and contaminates up to 25% of the local ground

water. The soil conditions at the various sites range from desert [35] to fully water saturated

soils [99] with manmade structures often present.

The strategy for cleanup and treatment of contaminated sites must consider the media

under treatment, the contaminants present, and the future use of the site. The cleanup

objectives range from isolating the site to prevent unsafe radiological doses to humans to
returning the site to unrestricted use. Approaches under consideration include cleanup or re-

moval of contamination by plowing, scraping, hosing, grinding, sieving, flushing, vacuuming,

and scrubbing, or stabilization of the contamination through vegetation, windrows, covering,

lining, grouting or chemical immobilization [6], thermal destruction, air stripping of ground

watet, and soil vapor extraction [32]. The cleanup activities themselves will greatly increase

the emissions and have an impact on workers and surrounding communities-impacts that
have only begun to be studied [82].

Important remediation activities in the United States have been categorized in a Na-

tional Priority tist (NPL) focusing on those sites posing a health risk even when left undis-

turbed [32]. This list is divided into four major projects; the Nevada (weapons) Test Site

(NTS), the Uranium Mill Tailings Remediat Action Project (UMTRAP), the Formally Uti-

lized Sites Remedial Action Project (FUSRAP), and the Surplus Facilities Management

10
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Program (SFMP). Table 1.3 is a summary of those programs in radioactive waste manage-

ment in the united states and an expanded discussion follows:

¡ The Nevada (weapons) Test Site (NTS): The NTS involves the Nevada site and

proposes to remediate the pollutants generated from releases of radioactivity during

weapons testing' Contaminants were usually airborne and distribution resulted. as a

function of surface characteristics and meteorological parameters. Decontamination

by removal of surface soils has been tried but the process destroys local vegetation

needed to stabilize the top soil to control further dispersion of contaminants. Oil can

be applied as an interim measure whiie new vegetation establishes itself.

o The IJranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action Project (UMTRAp): The UM-
TRAP Program was estabiished in 1978 to remediate twenty-four inactive uranium

processing sites. These are sites contaminated with taiüngs containing radionuclides,

toxic elements, and chemicals. The contaminants have been left as slurry materia.l in

open ponds that have evolved into raised piles. Strategies under consideration would

stabilize the waste in place, stabilize it in a more favourable on-site location, or remove

it entirely. Stabilization can be accompiished with covers of earth, rock, asphalt, vege-

tation, or combinations thereof. Wind screens minimize the destructive efect of wind

erosion on covers and conditioning chemicals immobi[ze the contaminated material.

o The Formally Utilized Sites Remedial Action Project (FUSRAp): The FUS-

RAP covers a number of sites used by the Army Corp of Engineers for uranium and

thorium research. These sites are located across the United States and many need no

remediation because contamination is well below acceptable standards. Others are to

be stabifized using concrete encasements, in place burial, or outright removal of the

material' The work in this program is expected to be complete by the year 2000.

o The surplus Facilities Management program (sFMp): The sFMp was es_

tablished in 1978 to manage the cleanup of government owned facilities used for the

11
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nuclear energy programs that have since been discontinued. More than one-hundred

sites have been identified containing over 2000 distinct contaminated locations (Han-

ford is one) [1a]. The sites are to be cleaned by scraping and removal, then stabiüzing

the soils using bio-barriers such as a combination herbicide and plastic sheeting. In
decommissioning contaminated burial grounds, the waste is to be rendered inert and

the residues immobiijzed [35]. Discharge of waste directly into the soil was common

at these sites.

Where containment structures exist, failure of these structures may have led to further

discharge into the soil [68]. Structures in the SFMP are to be stored, entombed, or

dismantled. The performance of some structures have been evaluated; for example,

at Maxey Flats, Kentucky, tracer tests showed groundwater movement from a waste

trench [99].

There is good potential for the ERT method to serve to remediate radioactive contami-

nated sites. It could characterize subsurface geological structures to define extent, location,

orientation, material, and moisture level in the contaminants. Groundwater and pollution
plumes couid be located while water table levels and sources of contamination and bar-

riers could be located and tested. The ERT method can monitor remediation activities:

characterize hydrological processes affecting contaminant transport; select appropriate al-

ternatives; and demonstrate regulatory compliance. Since it is a remote-sensing method,

appJication need not signiflcantly disturb the subject and this eüminates or red.uces the need

for drilling and thus, destructive modification of any confinement system. Data acquisition

is quick and simple and sensors are robust and low in cost. The ERI method gives true

three-dimensional analysis, and can be applied under a wide ïange of conditions.

L.5.2 For Detection of Buried Ordnance

The Defence Research Establishment, Suffeld, Alberta, has

gies to detect buried ordnance. The detection of ordnance

been investigating technolo-

detection is complicated by

T2
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overburden that acts as an eneïgy absorbing shield.

Hidden explosives can be divided into three major categories: 1) unexploded. ordnance

such as buried artillery shells and aerial bombs; 2) sea and land mines; and B) impro-
vised explosive devices, such as terrorist bombs. Detection methods are distinguished by

whether they detect explosives directly or indirectly [64]. Of the options available, or show-

rng promise, a combination four has been selected for field testing (J.E. McFee, personal

communication): 1) nuclear magnetic resonance; 2) metal detection; 3) electromagnetic

inductive devices; and 4) trace gas analysis. Combining methods decrease the false alarm

rate, but there is an attendant increase in cost and in the complexity of the muitiple sensor

system.

Table 1'4 summarizes technologies being considered and currently used for the detection

of buried ordnance along with a comparison of relative features and benefits. The description

of the approaches are expanded in the discussion following:

o Blectromagnetic induction (EMI) detectors use an inductive loop to excite the metallic

material in the target and one or moïe secondary loops to measure the resultant eddy

cuttents 120,271. Electromagnetic induction works well to detect a buried target, but

is limited when deüneating features such as size, shape, and location.

o Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is used to detect explosives directly from the

radiofrequency resonance absorption spectrum, i.e., the magnetic moments of nuclei

or electrons that absorb energy at characteristic frequencies [42]. Nuclear magnetic

resonance can be tuned to nitrogen or hydrogen in explosive materials but the method

itself is expensive and generally hard to put into practice. The method has detected

explosives in letter bombs where it is simple to apply since volumes are sma.ll and

targets better localized.

o Magnetometers can be used to detect changes in the earth's local magnetic field due

to the presence of metal [63]. Although newer and more advanced explosive devices

13
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do not always have metal components, the older style devices have metal and they

comprise the vast majority of all such devices. Another problem with magnetometers

is most of the metallic material in targeted areas have significant amounts of shrapnel

that confuse the detectors.

o Trace gas analysis can be used for vapour detection. There are three viable trace gas

techniques: mass spectrometry; ion mobility spectrometry; and laser/optical tech-

niques. Trace gas analysis is difficult to implement in a field setting because the

target must be confined for a time to allow sufficient quantities of gas to accumulate.

Generally, 5009 of TNT can be detected when double wrapped in polyethylene after

one hour in a confined room [6a]. To detect a hermetically sealed case through over-

burden, an order of magnitude increase in sensitivity is needed. Systems of sufficient

sensitivity are commercially available.

The ERT method shows potential for detecting buried objects including plastic mate-

rials' Figurc I.2 shows one concept of how the ERT method could be applied. This is a
tracking vehicle with an ERT electrode grid fixed on a platform that can be lowered dur-

ing measurement. Excessive computing time and crud.e results are drawbacks of the ERT

method in this application-at this point in the dissertation [64]. However, this dissertation

will show that the first of these problems can be overcome to make the method more viable.

74
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Carrier Type Vehicle

Figure 1.2: Concept for detecting buried ord.nance.

Electrode grid fixed
to movable platform
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Table 1'2: Use in environmental characterization. There have been many successful studies
to apply the ERT method for environmental remediation.

Publication Application Scale Electrodes Data
of Problem processing

16

Tamburi et al.
1987

Daily et al.
1987

Measure water 84m x B4m 64
x 36m

10cm x 8cm 20

10m x 10m 16

20m x 15m 16

30m x 20m 20

30m x 30m 48

32m x 18m i6

10m x 5m 55

scale - 7m 105

scale - km

scaf,e - lcrn

3-D
Wexler[96]

2 - DIl6l
backprojection

2 - Dl7ll
backprojection

2 - D lr00l

Not reported

2-DL34l

2 - D [100]

3-D[i8]

3-r[55]

3-D[60, 109]

3-r[33]

piumes in
landfill site
Measure
hydration
cycles in tuff

Rameriz and Daily Measure grout
penêtration in
rock fracture
Measure water
injection
Measure air
sparging
Sparging in
groundwater
Measure steam
sparging
Measure release
and sparging
Measure
contamination
and sparging
Measure leaking
ponds

Bllis and Oldenburg Geophysical
1994 prospecting

1990

Daily et aI.
1992
Westinghouse
Report 1993

Schima et al.
1993

Rameriz et al.
i995
Daily et al.
1995

LaBrecque et al.
1995

Zhang et al.
1995

25

727
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Table 1.3: American radioactive waste management programs.

17

Program Waste Type Scale of Problem Ap roach Use of ERT Methods

NTS Airborne
contamination

M's to 100Km's Removal or
stabilization

Monitor stripping
activities, chemical
immobilization, soil
vapour extraction,
characterize environ-
mental parameters,
and verify regulatory
comp]iance

UMTRAP Liquid and M's to Km's As above As above
FUSRAP solid, air M's to Kmts As above As above
SFMP and ground-

water borne
Leaking Tanks

M's to Km's As above As above
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Table 1.4: Ordnance detection.

Metal detector Sensitive to effect Requires metal components
of metal on Earth's point reading
magnetic field

Larmer frequency point reading
of common bomb
materials

18

Trace Gas
Anaiysis

Detects vapours
of explosive
materials

Point reading
Needs specific conditions

EM Induction Measures response
field to appüed
EM signal

Sensitive only
to metals

ERT Methods Detects conductivity Processing is slow
Depth-related problemsvariations

Can be applied to
plastics

Method Limitation



Chapter 2

fnverting Fl"glrical Resistivity
Tomogrãphy Data

2.L Overview

Chapter 2 discusses background, features, and. processes for inverting ERT data, with em-

phasis on the algorithm used throughout this dissertation. It is based on the standard

approach of minimizing the difference between the forward and inverse problems as defined

by an objective function. The result, when this process has converged. on the minimum of
the objective function, is the best fit model to the data.

The use of multi-dimensional ERT methods for environmental appì-ications was first
proposed over fifteen years ago fzal.In the original development of the ERT method, it was

recognized that a gradient optimization scheme would adjust the model of a subterranean

conductivity distribution until it matched the measurements [26]. However, the resultant

system of equations was dense and to solve the system of equations was beyond the capabiìity

of the available computing technology of that time. Recent methods use sparse matrices to
substantially reduce resource requirements during the inversion process.

Starting early in the formulation of the theory, different types of data processing tech-

niques have been developed. For example, Yorkey et al., [108] described the perturbation

method, equipotential lines method, and double constraint methods. The perturbation

method was first proposed in [50] but later modified in [102]. More recently, a modified

19
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perturbation method was presented that computed the percentage change in voltage mea-

surements due to changes in resistivity 152153]. Another code, ,,OCCAM,,, has been used.

extensively in environmental applications in two and three dimensions [54, 55].

The equipotential ljnes method [5] calculates the differential voltage measurements for
a homogeneous resistivity distribution and the equipotential paths ending on the voltage-
measuring electrodes. The resistivity distribution is corrected using an average of the prod-
uct of the resistivity between equipotential ünes and the ratios of the measured-to-calculated

voltages.

The double constraint method was first proposed in [10b]. The forward model is com-
puted for the known current sources to compute the current density throughout the mesh.

The inverse probiem computes the voltage gradients throughout the subject, constrained to
match the observed voltages' From this result, corrections to the resistivity distributions
are computed.

2.2 The Algorithm of 'Wexler

The data processing algorithm used in this dissertation research was the algorithm of Wex1er

[7], first presented to the opticai society of America, Hecla Island, Manitoba, 1gg5 [105].
It has been further developed and expanded in Appendix A, in [65, Tg, r¡z],and in patent

applications [103, 104]. Similar methods have been published since [42, 51, 10g] and these

particular approaches have since been called the double-constraint method [Z].

The approach starts by defining the residual, or objective function, as

R = Ðx I I l,rt+ nvþ)'(J-+ nvþ)ou. ( 2.1)

In words, Equation 2.1 states that the error is the diference between forward and inverse

problems' Equation 2'1 is expanded, then differentiated with respect to each degree of
freedom K¿, aîd then soived to generate a value for the update

ni = Ex I I l,,t -vþôalÐ" I I l,,or.vþôu. (2.2)
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During inversion, admittance is determined from the field equations and the updated
distribution is caiculated based upon differences between the computed field values and the
measured values [17]. Measurements are taken on the boundary.l Starting with an initial
admittance, the system is solved for the current distribution for the forward problem and

the voltage distribution for the inverse problem. The updated admittance is computed

from the result. This is repeated until a threshold is reached, based on the minimum of the
residual [102,105].

The algorithm proceeds from Equation 1.1:

STEP-I A homogeneous body with constant conductivity is defined as the initial
resistivity. Equation 1.1 is solved for the forward problem, given the Neumann

boundary conditions

n(s)0$lïnl" = ä(s) (2.3)

where å.(s) is the current density at the boundary. Equation 2.smay be solved

using a finite-element method to determine the potential distribution while the

current (J) is determined using (Ohm,s law)

J = -n(s)Vó. (2.4)

Solving Equation 2.3 by finite elements generates a system of equations of the

form

^îiÞ = ó (2.5)

where 5 is the stiffness matrix, ó is the column matrix of the sources. and Õ

is the column matrix of the nodal voltages, or the model of the electric field.

The column matrix ó, contains the boundary current distribution. The stiffness
1In this dissertation, boundary is an abstract mathematical concept and refers to the nodes where condi-tions are known:'voltage for dirichlet boundary conditions, and cu¡rent for neumann boundary conditions.

This differs f¡om the conventional view where the boundary has a physical analog, i.e., the inter[ce between
distinct regions.
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matrix .1, is assembled from the Gauss points in the finite-element mesh and

the voltage iÞ, is the unknown electricar potentiar vector.

STEP-II The processing ends if the model ó, from the forward and inverse problem,

are within a predetermined tolerance of each other.

STEP-III Equation 1.1 is solved for the potentiai distribution using Dirichtet bound-

ary conditions

þ(s) = s(s) e.6)
where 9(s) gives the known voltages. The electrical potential vector, constructed

from unknown values and fleld measurements, constrains the model by reducing

the system or' as was d.one in this implementation, by multiplying the diagonal

value of the stifness matrix and the corresponding right hand side element by

a relatively large vaiue [48].

STEP-IV A new value of rc is calculated to minimize the residual in Equation 2.1

and the update admittance computed from Equat ion 2.2using .I as determined

from STEP-I. The þ vector is determined from STEP_III.

STEP-V The process is repeated from STEP-I using the result from STEp-IV for
the rc. Figure 2.1 illustrates the data-processing algorithm in a flow-chart.

2.3 Other fnversion Algorithms

Other algorithms have been developed for the inversion of ERT data and two function
minimization schemes [7] are reviewed to illustrate. Ellis and Oldenburg [33] deflne an

objective function for the inversion as

Slml: SnlmJ t S¡y¡lml e.T)

where

s olml = Ð x ((dîb" - d,i"t l*l) / 6 d,ib"),
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Figure 2.I: Data processing flowchart.

and

Strlml= p [ (wm(r))zor
JV

are defined in the model space rn € M. The ^9¿ is the data misfit term, the .ç¡a term is
the model character, and W is a model constraint condition. The integral is taken over the
volume of the target. where the Laplace operator is used for w,,g¡4 becomes a measure

of the smoothness of the fit to the data. Although the inversion of ERT data is normally
an illconditioned problem, Equation 2.T is well_posed.

It was shown [BB] that the change of so in the model space, i.e.,6sp with respect to

Results
Agree?
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rn car be written as

where
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6 S plml I 6mo :, 
l,sùl@)v (ø ;(u)d,""t (ù)a 13

¿i"tl*l= 
lro(nu' - x)u(m)(r)Lr3

g[m](s) : >G[m](s; s;)(dib' - dîil ) I e dib')z

(2.8)

(2.s)

(2,10)

and G is the Green's function. The change in the data misfit term is shown to be

|s¡almll6mo =, 
Iuo¿(qx(r - Òv2 - .x(1 - u)v' - e)m(x))ur3. (2.rr)

The parameter e controls the smoothness.

The goal is to minimize this objective function. Equation 2.7 is minimized using the
conjugate gradient method. In synthetic tests and field measurements, the method was

found to be reliable and efrcient. The approach, it was concluded, would be useful in
mineral exploration [J3].

With the ERT inversion code "OCCAM", [55] a similar approach was developed using

an objective function of the form

Õ(p) = x2e) + apr Rp (2.12)

where P is the model parameter, -R is the solution roughness, and a is the stabilizing
parameter' In this implementation, the x2 term provides the measure of the data misfit
and the solution is the model for which a is minimized. The y2 is ameasuïe of the quality
of the flt to the measured data and the second term serves to smooth the model to make

the system well-posed. The value of ¡ is computed as

x2(Z) : ID _ F(Ð]rwLÐ_ F(p)l (2.13)

where D is the vector of known values, I'is the forward solution, andW is a data weighting

vector based on the quaüty of the field data.
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The system is inverted iteratively using changes in the parameter space cômputed as

6P¡ - -r(ATwAr,* aR)(w6D¡ - c'Lp¡). e.r4)

The A¡" is the sensitivity matrix and is computed as

o'i,i = aF¿(!)l0p¡ (2.15)

In this notation, p¡ is the iÚå element of P¡ and .t' is the forward solution. The conjugate-
gradient method is used to solve for the new parameter vector for each update.

2.4 Algorithm Performance and the Error Function

With the ERT method, as with many other inverse modelling methods, it is the error
function that is minimized to derive an expression for the updated admittance. For synthetic
data, the modei is known exactly and the error is the least-squares difference between the
known and the computed values,

t2 = (7 I N2)Ex(*î"'""t - ngonPuted¡2. (2.16)

In Equation 2'1'6,If is the number of unknowns and the sum is taken over all unknowns.

where the model is not known, as for real data, the best flt is when processing converges

on a result and no longer shows significant changes with each update, i.e.,

tz = (I/N2)Ðx(o¿+, - n¿)2 :0. (2.17)

In this study, the quality of synthetic data is measured in this manner. An error function
will not give an estimate of the accuracy in the result for real data since there is no true image

available for the computation. As such, it is a measure of the value of further processing;

i'e', does further processing change the result? To rely on such an error function can be

misleading since the true quality of the image may deteriorate while this error function
continues to improve' Figure 2.2 are examples of how Equations 2.16 and 2.12 behave.
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The quality of the image is not the only issue to consider. The speed of convergence an¿
the amount of computing resoutces is important, as well as the stabilìty of the system. Many
ERT processing algorithms are iil-conditioned and sensitive to precision errors during the
computations' For example, the Newton-Raphson method, where it is the boundary residual
that is minimized [107, 108] is sensitive to precision error. The most significant calculations
are matrix inversions performed during the model inversion and, for the algorithm of Wexler,
two matrix inversions are performed for each excitation pair, at each iteration. Substantial
improvements in performance can be achieved by improving the matrix solver routine.
This study implemented several different solver schemes used during inversions including
standard Gaussian [38], frontal [31, 45, 77, 7B], Jacobi [36, gg, 6g], conjugate gradient

[69], and Gauss-Seidel [36, 38, 69]. The last three are iterative matrix solvers using some

starting point for the process. Iterative methods can be particularly efective in these sorts
of applications since the system is solved repeatedly and previous solutions make excellent

starting points for the next step. However, due to the topology of the stiffness matrix,
matrix inversion by iterative methods is not guaranteed to converge and so these methods

were not considered beyond a few preliminary tests. As well, because of the extensive

experience with the frontal solver routine M432, available commerciall y2, anresults in this
dissertation were generated using the MA32 routines.

2.5 Determinacy

With the ERI algorithm used here, any dataset can be inverted no matter how sparse.

However, the mathematics has something to say about the determinacy of the system

and the level of confidence in the result. The determinacy is dependent on the number of
unknowns in the system, the measurement strategy, and the number of Jinearly independent

measurements. During the inversion process, the number of unknowns (U) is the number of
nodes in the ûnite element mesh at which vaJues are solved.. Different excitation strategies

'Harwell UK.
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can be employed where measurements from excitation electrodes are used ,,al?Do,ys,,for 
every

excitation (M")r "sotnet'imes" when an electrode is not used for as the excitation electrode
(M"), and "neaer" if excitation electrodes are not used in any voltage measureme nts (Mn)
[65]' The sometimes pattern is the ideal approach in practice since it uses all possible
combinations for the calculations other than those affected by the contact resistance at the
excitation electrodes.

Where there are 'E electrodes in a problem, there are E!12 lrlrique possible excitation
pairs (P), i.e.,

P=(E)(E_r)/2

The result has been divided by 2 to consid.er when the same

anode and cathode, but with rores reversed. This reaves a total
measurements.

two electrodes are used as

number of (E - 2) unique

The determinacy (D) is the ratio of the number of independent measurements to the
number of unknowns' The maximum determinacy (D*o") of the sometimes problem is
the ratio of the number of linearly independent measurements possible to the number of
unknowns in the problem, i.e.,

D*o, = P x (E - 2)lN = (E)(E- 1X¿ _ 2)lzv.

If this number is less than 1, the system is under-determined; if equal 1it is fully-determined;
otherwise, it is over-determined.. On a discrete mesh, any system that is fully- or over-
determined can be recovered exactly. In a continuum, the more determined a system is, the
fewer iterations to converge and the greater the confldence in the result [65].

In applying the ERT method, the number of excitations is maximized while considering
practical limitations' In all cases presented here, the pattern included an even balance of
short-, medium-, and long-spacing excitations with as even a coverage of the target as was

possible' The actual excitation patterns used for both synthetic and field data is included
as Appendix C.
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2.6 Discussion

In ERT data inversion, resistivity is determined from the poisson equation and is considered
the best modei when the difference between the forward and the inverse problem has been
minimized' The algorithm of wexler is one method used for inverting ERT data and is the
method used in this research. The inversion is nonlinear and is solved iteratively by starting
with an initiat conductance, then solving the current distribution for the forward problem
and the voltage distribution for the inverse problem. The result is used to calculate the
updated conductance at each step.

Several points on detail such as notation are made here to aid the reader in this discus-
sion.

1. Data processing for the ERT

both conductance and distance

been included in the figures.

method was developed using synthetic images where

are normalized. In these cases, units of scale have not

2' The ERT relevant electrical properties of materials are the conductance, admittance,
resistance, and reactance. Terminology for ERT has evolved from classical resistivity
methods and that includes the term "resistivity" itself. Resistivity considers the
volume in which the current flows, to normalize the measurement to be independent

of electrode separation. Most electrical terms have been used at different points in
this discussion' The conductance is the physical property generally computed. here

and is the inverse of the resistance.
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Chapter 3

The fssue of Slow Convergence

S.L Overview

As discussed in Chapter 2, this dissertation uses the algorithm of Wexler for inverting
ERT data' One characteristic of this algorithm is that it is slow to converge. Recent

work has accelerated the convergence of this algorithm and Chapter 3 demonstrates the
limited success of several approaches. Three approaches were consid.ered for this discussion:

a modified perturbation method, an adaptive ûlter methodl, and a peak-detection filter.
Together, they set the stage for the improvements developed in chapter 4.

There have been many studies conducted using synthetically generated data. They have

considered performance in terms of mesh geometry, convergence characteristics, resource

requirements, matrix densities, and location of anomalies. Tests have considered the efect of
noise and measurement etrot, such as inaccurate positioning of the electrodes and electrode

motion due to subject movement during monitoring [65]. Studies using real data are less

common with few done in three dimensions. The tests performed here deal directly with
the issue of speed of convergence and, incidentally, with the quality of the result.

3.2 Slow Convergence

The algorithm of Wexler is slow to converge: often requiring thousands of iterations. To

overcome this problem, three approaches were implemented that applied corrections for a
'This is the termonology used in this disse¡tation for lack of a better one

30
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better estimate for the update. They were peak-detection filtering, an adaptive filter, and
a modified perturbation method.

r Peak-Detection Filter: In peak-detection firtering, a criterion (K"rit.,io)is set where
admittance exceeding it are processed in a modified manner. The new update is

- I oo Ki S K*iteriaKi+l = 
t ,, * a*orirru* tii ) Kcriteria (3.1)

This filter emphasizes contrasts, amplifying those exceeding the criteria while holding
the others constant. Implicit in this approach is a need for careful control when

selecting the n"r¿¡"r¿o since it does not discriminate between real contrasts, artifacts,
or noise' A further consideration is that if no anomalous featuïes are present, this
filter can introduce artifacts where none would otherwise exist. Other criteria can be

introduced such as when to apply the filter.

Results, with and without peak-detection filtering, are shown in Figure 3.1 with the
error shown in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.3 shows the same peak, recovered with peak-

detection filtering on a finer grid where the density of the elements has been increased.

Because of the processing criteria, peak-detection frltering requires a prioriknowledge

of the subject under study. These criteria can be tuned using this information and

to make the method effective with a minimal amount of processing. peak-detection

filtering works well when anomalous features are to be detected, but is not suitable

for subtle contrasts.

Adaptive Filter: A characteristic behaviour

of freedom oscillates about the solution, with

advances. Figure 3.4 illustrates this behaviour.

modified using the trend from the previous two

of the algorithm is that each degree

decreasing amplitude, as processing

To correct for this, the update was

conductances. The modified update

31
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Model

32

A

B

Figure 3.1: Processing with peak-detection filtering. There were 121 unknowns, 1g exci-tation pairs, 20 electrodes, and an initial impedance of 1 was used. The processing was
executed for 200 iterations without peak-detection filtering (Figure g.1A) and three itera-
tions with peak-detection flltering (Figure B.1B).
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Figure 3.2: Error with peak-detection frItering. Dramatic
detection filtering by adjusting the firter parameters such
processing is stopped. Processing was stopped at the third
inset, it rapidly diverged immediately there after.

results are possible with peak-
as the threshold and when the
iteration. As iliustrated bv the
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Model

Result

34

Figure 3'3: Peak-detection fiitering on a fine grid. For this result, there were 2gg unknowns,
18 excitation pairs, 20 electrodes, and. an initial cond.uctance of 1 was used. The processing
was executed for three iterations.
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"r-r= 
{

the result

Ki lA¿l<lA¿-rl
(and set A¿: A¿_r)

n¿ I L¡ otherwise-the normal update

when this modification was used.

(3.2)

Figure 3.5 shows

o Perturbation: A further modification introduced a perturbation factor c.r where

Ki=Ki-l lo.lA¿_1 . (3.3)

Applied to all pixels, this accelerates processing when A is ) 1 and dampens it when
A is < 1' This is similar to the modified perturbation method outüned in [53] and
is based on [65]' The perturbation can be applied to all degrees of freedom and then
again in regions where the admittance distribution indicated a peak, as part of the
peak-detection filter [65]:

Ki = Ki-7 + uz A^orimum . (3.4)

Figure 3.5 shows the response considering c.r in the range from 0.5 to 5.0. The case

where c¿ = 10-and those with c.r larger-immediately diverged. It shouid also be

noted that the modiflcation gave a poorer result at an intermediate step: when ø =
2.0.

When peak-detection flltering and the perturbation method are used. together, modifi-
cations are being applied to accelerate to the solution and to accentuate peaks. Simulta-
neously tuning these unrelated processes is difrcult and any implementation should allow
independent control of both parameters.

3.3 Discussion

The enhancements discussed, peak-detection filtering, adaptive filter, and the perturbation
approach, ofler certain advantages over the unmodified algorithm. They cut down on the
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Table 3.1: Auto-computing the Initial Image.
three in a background of one, and Equation
intial image.

A 11x11 mesh, with an object of amplìtude
3.5, was used to automatically compute an

Object Size
(Pixels)

Computed Valuã Object Size Computed Value
Normalìzed) Pixels) (Normalized

Actual
i
2

3

1.000
1.105
1.106
7.707

1.1085
1.109
i.11i
7.774

4

5

6

I

number of iterations needed for convergence and, under certain cond.itions, they increase

confldence in the solution. These methods require a priori information of the target for
parameters in the update and they can cause the system to become unstabie when care is
not taken.

Peak-detection filtering, discussed extensively in the literature [Bg], is suited for high
contrasts' This can be useful for distinctive targets but it is of no value for applications in
general' The issue of slow conveïgence remains a significant one at this point in the disser-
tation and, having raised this issue, the discussion leads into the improvements presented

in Chapter 4.

Near the completion of the research of this dissertation, the background conductance

was computed from the measurements using the formula

rc : 2 x (s x I) l(V","¿" - Vcathod.e) (3.5)

where s is the separation between the excitation electrodes. This formula consistently
generated a value, depending on the image being inverted, that was within approximately
\0% of the actual background. Table 3.1 shows the values computed for a two-dimensional

11x 11 problem' The resistivity wilt be dependent on geometry, the position of the excitation
electrodes, and the resistivity distribution: the computation is an approximation.
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Chapter 4

Acceleration to Convergence

4.L Overview

Ðnhancements to make the algorithm of Wexler faster, such as those presented in Chapter 3,

are useful in a fimited number of circumstances. Their performance is object dependent and
so they have limited application. To address this shortcoming, a general, object independent
multistep approach is developed in Chaptet 4. rt significantly improved on the performance

of the algorithm of wexler, as demonstrated by tests with two- and three-dimensional
synthetic data' When the method was appiied with three-dimensional fietd data. it ied to
an improvement of approximately two orders of magnitude.

The arguement of this chapter starts with a mathematical statement of the general
problem: that of solving for the roots of a nonlinear system. This type of problem is often
solved using an iterative method that can be accelerated using any one of a number of
multistep approaches.

The novel, multistep approach of this dissertation is presented for the general problem.
The approach is to compute the limit as the number of iterations goes to infinity to give
an improved estimate of the update. The approach is illustrated with the Jacobi method,
an often used, iterative method for inverting a set of nonlinear equations. The method
is then applied to the algorithm of Wexler where it is demonstrated with two- and three-
dimensional data: both synthetic and real. Filtering is also considered and benchmark
comparisons tabulated.

39
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4'2 Mathematical statement of the probrem

The problem of solving the roots of a nonlinear system is a numerical problem formulated
d,5

1(ç) = 0,f :Deft *0',

40

or, equivalently

(4.r)

(4.2)g(Ç) = (,g : Deft" -- Î;eftn.

The objective function of the algorithm of wexler is defined by Equation 2.2 where the
variable ( of Equation 4.2 corresponds to the admittance. Admittance is implicit in the
right-hand side of Equation 2.2 and' explicit in the left-hand side, thereby directly taking
the form shown in Equation 4.2.

4.3 Multistep Methods to rmprove convergence

An important characteristic of an iterative method is the number of steps for convergence,

i'e', the speed to converge. In general, a multistep method will speed convergence by
improving the update at a step using an n¿å order fit to the trend displayed by previous
updates' This is repeated as the pïocess advances for improvements from each application.

4.3.I The Multistep Approach

Multistep approaches are well developed in the iiterature (Milne,s and Adam,s methods

[38] are examples). In general, they use polynomial representations for the fitting function.
In theory, the accuracy of the prediction can be improved by increasing the order of the
polynomial' However, this is limited by two factors: 1) the order is limited by the number of
previous updates available; and 2) the higher-order terms of the flt is subject to signiflcant
computational errors due to roundofl. This is a limitation when considering the algorithm
of wexler because high-order terms contribute significantly to the fit early in the processing
as displayed in Figure 8.4.
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4.3.2 A Novel Multistep Approach

Computing the roots to Equation 4.2 using an iterative approach forms a sequence

{Ç,(., .-.,ç,...}.

Each series element is a computation at a step in the process and is generated from the
previous step using an estimate of the error a-, and f*, : (_¿la-. The roots, where they
exist, are

.[- (,.
x+æ-. (4.3)

Equation 4'3 can be recast as Ç + le where Æ is an index over the degrees of freedom

in the solution vector and the elements of the vector rÈ are rf . The result is a set of
n sequences, la : {(få,ff,...,If,...,ff)}, where each sequence has length equal to the
number of iterations computed: g in this case.

By hypothesis, there exists a process-dependent function oÈ(;) tnat ûts the set ofpoints

{lf } and is constrained such that Ak ( limi*oo ÕÈ(i) < Bk for all k and with ,4.fr = Bk in
the limit' This is the characteristic equation of the iterative method and it has the general

form

oÀ1;;: i*¡r,fa.
j=7

This characteristic equation can be defined using a set offunctions f¡ thatare characteristic
of the iterative pïoces and a set of k x m parameters a¡ in the fit. The fit is parameterized

using the iteration number i.

The a is a parameter implicit by the definition of the characteristic equation. Each set

a is unique for each degree of freedom: determined by fitting the characteristic equation to
values from past updates of each degree of freedom. As q -¡ oor both formulations must
compute the ljmit of an infinite sequence. However, where f (() has n degrees of freedom,

each iÞa(i) has a single degree of freedom and for this reason is simpler to extrapolate to
the limit once the sequence {fe} ¡, known.

(4.4)
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Table 4'1: The approach simplified. In this i[ustration, the model has n degrees of freedomand the processing was- performed for q iterations. The model vector corresponds to eachcolumn and is updated at each step of the inversio' prã."rr. The approach here is toseparate each variable in the model along rows, then extrapolate indepài"ntry for all thelimits (,s"

IterationDegreeoffreedom 0 1 2 J 4 5 6 ... S ... oo

This approach can be described in simplifred terms. Normally the model is advanced z
degrees of freedom at a time. The update is difficult to accurately predict because there
are n variables in the computation. The approach taken here was to take each degree
of freedom and update it independently of the others by making use of the characteristic
equation. Table 4.1 iÌlustrates the approach in these terms.

4.3.2.1. Improving the Update

To improve the estimate of ( for the update, it is necessary to calculate the limit for each
oÀ(;) (nquation4.4) as the number of iteration goes toinflnity, for each degree of freedom
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(k)' once the form of the characteristic equation is known, this starts with determining the
set {af} to fit this equation to the response. There are many numerical approaches to do
this but the approach used here was tominimize the y2 fit for each ÕÈ(;). once the sets of
{af }s are d.etermined, each rimit is computed directly from Equa tion 4.4.

The y2 value was minimized using three approaches highly suited for computer pro-
cessing [8]: 1) the grid-search least-squares method; 2) the gradient-search least-squares
method; and 3) the least-squares fitting by linearization method. Each generates an inde-
pendent result' However, in this implementation, they were used together to improve on
the accuracy of one end result. The grid-search least-squares method gave an initial result
that best ensured conveïgence in the region of the global minimum of the X2 function. This
result is used as the starting point for the gradient-search least-squares method which relies
on the division of differences and becomes less accurate as the method approaches a mini-
mum [8]' This resuit was used as the starting point in a flnal step for least-squares fltting
by linearization' In this approach, the function is expanded using a Taylor expansion [5g].
when expanding using a Taylor expansion, the error is greater when the initial admittance
is far from the minimum because the series is truncated at the n¿A term which uses the
difference in the nrå order. The error is an n f 1 power of this difference. Linearization
performs best in the area of a local minimum since the expanded function represents the
equation as a perturbation computed from displacements around a known value.

4.3.2.2 The Novel Multistep Approach Illustrated

A 3'd order system of equations is used to illustrate the Jacobi method for inverting a

system of equations in an iterative approach [38].1 Table 4.2 shows the progression of each
of the three degrees of freedom as processing advances during each iteration. The data
from variable x1 was used with TabieCurve2 fzs]toreturn the characteristic equation of the

'The explicit statement fo1 trre system of equations is not needed by the method.2Jandel Scientific, Co¡te Madera CA
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Table 4.2: Jacobi and the multistep method.

44

Degree of
Freedom 0

Iteration
4

Jacobi/multi

X1

X2

X3

0

0

0

1.000 1.095 0.995 0.993
0.571 1.095 1.026 0.990
1.333 1.048 0.969 1.000

1.002/1.000 1.001 1.000
0.998/1.000 1.001 1.000
7.00417.270 1.00i 1.000

method' TableCurve is a personal-computer based software product that fits a set of data
using a user selected set from a possible 3304 linear and nonlinear functions using comman
numerical methods [8, 75]. The user can also enter an arbitrary function. The functions are
ranked according to the ¡2 value of the frt. The equation was selected as the characteristic
equation based on the least_squares fit (r2) to the data [7b]

! : a I bf tnr * cl (tnr)z * d,l (tnr)3 * e/ (tnr)a (4.5)

The multistep method was applied at iteration five by fitting Equation 4.5 using values
at each iteration up to and including the flfth iteration. Table 4.2 shows that in two cases,

the multistep method improves on the next estimate while in the third, the estimate was
poorer' Besides illustrating the method in an applìcation of a common iterative method,
it shows that the approach relies on a good fit to the data to determine the ]imit and this
requires sufficient data. In the Jacobi method, the solution is quickly reached and so the
multistep approach is not as appropriate.

4'4 Algorithm of 'Wexler Modified with the Novel Multi-step Approach

The response of the algorithm of Wexler is illustrated in the synthetic result of Figure 4.1

where three degrees of freedom have been shown. Each is a node in the finite element mesh
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used in solving the field equations. They are representive of the responses in a region of
background, a contrasting high, and a contrasting low.

To obtain the characteristic equation for the algorithm of wexler, the response over the
course of the processing was flt using the software package Tablecurve [25]. This selected
the equation

o'o + o'7f sqrt(*) + az/(r)3lz * a3Iog(x)lx2 (4.6)

as the best fitted to the data. This meets the necessary condition of having a finite value
in the iimit as the iteration number goes to oo.

4.4.L Tests with Synthetic Data

To test the performance of the algorithm of wexler modifled in this manner, data were
generated with synthetic models and then recovered. standardize testing of quality for
imaging was first developed to consider the size and contrast of objects in the image and
resolution from background and noise [73]. More recently, computerized tomographic per-
formance phantoms have been formulated as industry-wide standards. For this study, tests
were modifled from standard tests to be used with other nonstandard tests. Modifications
were used because, as was observed early in the test and as is consistent with observations
of others [25], ERT methods do not perform well with compì.ex images. This effect is illus-
trated in Figure 4'2 whete there are frve significant objects, of subtle, contrasting variations,
dominating the conductance distribution. Figure 4.3 is another case where linear features of
different widths and orientations have been used. certain calculations can give an estimate
of the resolution of a method, such as the modulation transfer function [30]. However, for
the purpose of this dissertation, Equations 2.16 and 2.rT wercused to provide a measure of
the quaìity of the result.
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Figure 4'1: Response of degrees of freedom. In terms of the recovered admittance, eachdegree of freedom is a pixel va,lue and a value at a node on the finite element mesh.
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4,4.1..L Two-dimensional Test Results

In this section' results from tests run with data generated from synthetic models in two
dimensions are presented.

A square object: A test was performed using an object with a conductance of twice
background' The object was a squaïe of dimension frve on a 17 x 17 grid. The result is
slrown in Figure 4'4 with the error ïesponse in Figure 4.5. The modified update was applied
at iteration thirty and the process converged within the next three iterations based on the
least-squares value computed by Equation2.76. The result in this case shows the processing
continuing at an accelerated level to convergence for several steps after the modif,ed update
strategy had been applied.

A simple spike: A simple spike with contrast of twice background was recovered from
a homogeneous initial conductance at the background level. Figure 4.6 shows the result and
compares it with the model. Figure 4.7 shows the error. The modifred update can lead to a
poorer intermediate error before subsequent improvements demonstrate the benefit of the
method.

Two objects of High and Low contrasts: Two objects, with contrasts of twice
background and half background, respectively, were recovered using a homogeneous initial
conductance equal to background. Figure 4.8 compares the result with the original model.

A small object on a Fine Grid: Figure 4.9 shows a small object with a contrast
of twice background, recovered on a fine grid. The three-unit wide target was recovered
using a mesh fifty-one units wide. The processing ran for thirty iterations with the modified
update strategy applied at iterations fifteen and thirty. A homogeneous initial conàuctance
at background level was used.

Two objects on a Fine Grid: Two small objects with contrast of twice background,
were recovered in a homogeneous background. Figure 4.10 displays the result. Each target
was three units wide and was recovered using a mesh fifty-one units wide. The edge-to-edge
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separation of the targets was six units. The processing ran for thirty iterations with the
modified update strategy applied at fifteen and thirty. A homogeneous initial conductance,
equal to the background, was used.

Multiple objects of varying contrasts: A test was applied in which four objects
of varying contrasts were recovered [66]. Contrasts were twice, three-times, four-times
and five-times background' Figure 4.11 displays the resuls. The processing ran for thirty
iterations with the modifled update applied at iterations fifteen and thirty. Background was
used for the initial conductance. Figure 4.12 shows the error response for the processing in
Figure 4.11.

Different characterisitic Equation: To understand the effect the particular charac-
teristic equation has on the result, a different equation was tested. A equation that did not
fit the data as well as Equation 4.6, based upon the y2 valae as returned by TableCurve

[75], was selected (0.99976 versus 0.99823 for Equation 4.6). This equation had the form:

as I aßxp(-o.5log(r /oz)2 los)
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(4.7)

The error response while using Equations 4.6 and 4.7 is illustrated in Figure 4.14 where
a homogeneous initia,l conductance of one was used. Figure 4.13 shows the result for two
objects with contrasts of three and a third with a contrast of nine. The result displayed
is computed immediately before the modified update was applied and immediately after it
was applied, at iteration forty. This result shows that the trend in the processing has been

best captured in the characteristic equation.

4.4.1,.2 Three-dimensional Test Results

The multistep method of this dissertation was also implemented in three dimensions. In
this section, results from tests run with d.ata generated from synthetic models in three
dimensions are discussed. To illustrate the error function in three dimensions, the following
cases were tested.
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simple cube: A simple three-dimensional cube was recovered. The region of contrast
was a two unit cube placed in an 8 x 8 x 4 grid. Figure 4.15 shows the result and Fig-
ure 4'16 shows the error function. The target had an ampritude of twice the background
and was processed for ten iterations with the modified update strategy applied every fifth
iteration' Processing was halted because convergence was reached. A homogeneous initial
conductance, equal to the background, was used. In a similar case a singie object 5 x 5 x 2
with a contrast of twice background was recovered (see Figure  .LT).

Two objects of Different contrasts: Figure 4.18 is an example where two objects
of different contrasts were recovered.. Figure 4.19 shows the error function. The targets
were three and two times background, respectively, and processed for fifteen iterations with
the modified update strategy applied at the fifth and tenth iterations. processing was
halted because convergence was reached. A homogeneous initial conductance, equal to the
background, was used.

4.4.2 Result from Field Data

Figure 4'20 is a plot of error for fleld data from a survey presented later in this dissertation,
as part of chapter 6' The error for the cases with and without the multistep method are
compared' The multistep process is applied at a five iterations interval. After twenty-five
iterations, the image has reached its asymptotic limit: the value reached by the unmodified
algorithm after 673 iterations. The fleld d.ata responds better than the synthetic case when
using the multistep approach. This is best explained by the high contrast between the metal
target and the sand background, as was in the case of this data.

4.4.3 The Effect of Filters

A cross-median filter [sz] was tested in combination with multistep processing. The mod-
ified update strategy was applied at five step intervals over sixteen iterations. Figure 4.21
shows how filtering can apparently improve the resultant conductance, although the error
function indicates poorer performance. Figure 4.22 shows the error function. The first and
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second applications both improved the image even though the error trends upwards between
applications of the modifled update strategy. The error function continues to degrade and
further modifications to the update causes the result to deteriorate further.

The flltering lemoves local spikes but causes poorer overall performanc e. Figtne 4.22
also shows that the multistep method, when used in combination with filtering, is adversely
affected' Filtering causes the limit value to be dependent on an average computed from
neighbour pixel values, thereby altering the characteristic response of the algorithm.

4.4.4 Benchmark Results

A case in two dimensions with 81 degrees of freedom, and a case with 405 degrees of freedom
in three dimensions, were run on a pvAX 31003. Table 4.8 compares the elapsed time for
computing a single iteration. (other results have been taburated [65].) These results were
generated using the frontal method [31,45, 771. Thesignficant increase in computation time
for the three-dimensional case is due to the wider band-width of the stiffness matrix that
results from the geometry of the mesh [77]. More terms are carried in the frontal matrix
and this results in poorer performance. In the two-dimensional case, the band is dense and
natrower' They show that the multistep method does not contribute to the processing time
in any signiflcant way while the rate of convergence is dramaticaly improved

4.5 Discussion and Conclusions

The multistep method presented was successfully applied to the algorithm of Wexler with
two- and three-dimensional synthetic and fleld data. The method is distinct from other
multistep methods in that it exploits the response characteristic of the processing technique.
This characteristic equation is extrapolated to the limit as the number of iterations goes to
oo to improve the update. without enhancement, the algorithm of wexler often requires
thousands of iterations to converge. This is a significant problem since two time-consuming
matrix inversions are Performed during each iteration. with only a negligible increase in

"Digital Equipment of Canada, Winnipeg MB.
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Table 4.3: Benchmark comparisons. The
¡-I-VAX 3100. Cases in two dimensions and
used for the modified update.

times needed to process a single iteration on a
three dimensions were tested. Five values were

51

Dimension Approach Geometry Degrees Band width Time for one
of freedom iteration (seconds)

2 Wexler 9x9
ModifiedWexler gxg

81 25

81 25
0.0500
0.0500

Wexler
Modified Wexler

9x9x5
9x9x5

405

405
r82
r82

55.19
55.64

computational time at an iteration, the method improved the rate of acceleration by up

to two orders of magnitude. In cases, the quality of the result was improved over the

unmodified algorithm.

It has two advantages over multistep methods using calculations of differences. First, a

general representation is a poor flt with low-orders where large accelerations are present. To

achieve the high-order flt, many data points are needed. However, computation of diferences

limit accuracy because of roundofferror that increases with the number of points. This is not

the case for this approach because additional information improves the fit (see Figure 4.14).

The multistep method does not overcome any other fundamental shortcomings of the

algorithm. When the complexity in the conductance increases, the results tend to degrade as

can been seen by comparisons with Figures 4.9 and 4.11. Figure 4.10 suggests the resolution

ofsmall objects appears to be about three parts in a hundred at a center-to-center separation

of nine radii.

Outside of this dissertation, this improvement can have a significant impact in medical

applications of ERT methods where significant advances could led to real-time monitoring.
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The approach has been used for the results of Chapter 6.
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Model

Result

Figure 4.2: Poot resolution of complex distributions (I). A relatively complex distribution,
of subtle contrast variations, is used to d.emonstrate the poor resolution of the ERT methodin these circumstances. The processing ran for 150 iterations. The solution used a homo-
geneous initial conductance, equal to the background. This test is based on a standard testin [73]' Objects are not resolved in cases and the amplitudes are not properiy recovered:
even in correct relative proportions.
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Model

54

Result

Figure 4'3: Poor resolution of complex distributions (II). A relatively complex distribution,
of subtle contrast variations, is used to d.emonstrate the poor resolution of the ERT method
in these circumstances. The processing ran for 150 iterations. The solution used a homo-
geneous initial conductance, equal to the background. This test is based on a standard testin 1731.
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Result

Figure 4'4: Ã simple case for the multistep method. A 5 x 5 square of contrast of twicebackground was recovered on a mesh 17 x L7. The processing was performed for thirty-five iterations with the modiûed update strategy applied at iteration thirty. The initialconductance was homogeneous at background levei. The error response is inctuded inFigure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Error for the simpie case. The error function during the processing of Figure 4.4.
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Model

Figure 4.6: The multistep method
a mesh seventeen units wide. The
fifteen iterations with the modified

and spike. A one-unit wide target was recovered using
target was twice background. The processing ran for
update strategy applied at iterations five and ten.
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Figure 4.7: Error for the spike. The error response for Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.8: The multistep method with high and lows. Two two-unit wide targets were
recovered-ult_"s u mesh seventeen units wide. The target-background-target conductances
were one-half-one-ten, respectively. The processing ran for thirty iterations with the modi-
fied update strategy appJied at flfteen and thirty. Cho-oguoeous initial conductance, equal
to the background, was used.
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Model

Result
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Figure 4.9: A simple object and the multistep method. A three-unit wide target \ryas recov-
ered using a mesh fifty-one units wide. The target was twice background. T"h" processing
ran for thirty iterations with the modified update strategy applied at fifteen and thirty. A
homogeneous initial conductance, equal to the backgrouiá, *u, o."d.
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Result

61

Model

Figure 4'10: Two objects and the multistep method. Each target was three-units wide and
were recovered using a mesh fifty-one units wide. The edge-to-edge separation of the targets
was six units. The processing ran for thirty iterations with the -oáifi"d update strategy
applied at fifteen and thirty. A homogeneous initial conductance, equal to the background,
was used.
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Model

62

Figure 4.11: Multiple objects and varying contrasts. Contrasts of twice, three-times, four-
times and five-times background were recovered. The processing ran for thirty iterations
with the modified update applied at iteration fifteen. The solution used a homogeneous
initial conductance, equal to the background.
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Figure 4.12: Error for multiple objects.
processing ran for thirty iterations with

Error for processing displayed in Figure 4.11.
the modified update applied at flfteen.
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Model

64
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Figure 4.13: Three objects and the multistep method. Illustrated is the model used in the
synthetic test and the result: immediately before the modifled update strategy was appJied
at iteration forty Figure 4.134, and immediately after it was applied Figu; 4.188. The
error function is shown in Figure 4.14.
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-O- Best equation...40 iterations-+- Best equation...2S iterations
-ü- Alternate equation...2S iterations

12
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Lo
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Figure 4'14: Modified update using different equations. ln this figure, a homogeneous initial
conductance ofone was used in recovering three contrasting regiáns in a backlround offive.
Different numbers of points were used to illustrate the effect on the qualìty of tn" fit. The
images are shown in Figure 4.18.
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Model

66

Result

Figure 4.15: Three dimensions and the multistep method. A target in three d"imensions
is shown with the second horizonta,l section illustrated. A 2 x 2 i2 taryet was recovered
using a mesh 8 x 8 x 4. The target was twice background. The pro.""r.ing ran for ten
iterations with the modified update strategy applied every fifth iterátion. A [omog"o"ou,
initial conductance, equal to the background, was used. Processing was halted because the
processing converged.
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Figure 4.16: Error for three dimension.
in Figure 4.15.
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Model

First horizontal
cross-section

68

Second cross-
section

Third cross-
section

Fourth cross-
section

Figure 4'77: A casein three dimensions. A 5x5 x 2 target was recovered using amesh g x72x5' The target was twice background. The processing ran for thirty-flve ite"rations with
the modifled update strategy applied at thirty-five. A ho-og"ouous initial conductance,
equal to the background, was used.
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Figure 4'18: Two targets in three dimensions. only the two horizontal cross-sections areshown' The model shows the data for the second (Fþure 4.18A.) and third horizontal cross-
section (Figure 4.184): the first and fourth horizonial have no signiflcant va¡ues and arenot shown. The error is shown in Figure 4.1g.
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Figure 4.19: Error for two targets. This is the result for the model in Figure 4.1g.
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10 15

Iteration

Figure 4.20: Result using field data. Data were from field measurements where a metal
barrel was buried in sand and measurements were made from surface. The unmodifled
algorithm reached .0073 x 70-z 52 after 673 iterations, the same error reached by the modifled
algorithm after 25 iterations.
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Figure 4'21: The effect of filtering. Tests were run with cross-median filtering applied at
each iteration. The model is shown as the top image. Figure 4.2l^shows the result with a
cross-median filter applied at each iteration. Figure 4.278 shows the result when filtering
was applied only on the final iteration. The error response is shown in Figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.22: Filtering with muitistep. Tests were run with cross-median
at each iteration. The same case was run using filtering with the modifled
applied at five step intervals. This is for the case shown in Figure 4.21.
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Chapter 5

Monitoring Moisture in a SoilMaterial

5.1- Overview

Previous tests demonstrated that the conductance of soii materials vary with amount. of
moisture [81]. Based on this flnding, the test described in Chapter b was proposed to use

an ERT method to monitor moisture flow in a soil-type barrier (buffer). The apparatus was

a borehole packed with buffer with the saturated rock walls serving as the source for moisture
in flow into the system. Electrodes were fastened to the rock,wall. The monitoring was

performed under isotherma,l conditions as a full-scal e, in situ test at a depth of 24¡mbelow

surface at the Underground Research Laboratory (URt), near Lac du Bonnet, Manitoba

[76].

The work contributed to a larger research program-the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste

Management Program (NFwMP)-aimed at developing a methodology (the Concept) for
safe disposal of nuclear fuel waste. The proposed method for disposal wouid be to place

containers of nuclear fuel waste in buffer in underground disposal vaults in plutonic rock

of the Canadian Shield (Figure 5.1). The principal concern in the deep geological burial of
the waste is the effect of groundwater on the vault and the resultant corrosion, dissolution,

and outward transport of waste. In the NFWMP, groundwater movement wilt be restricted

by multiple, independent barriers. Of the different barriers proposed, buffer is to be reüed

on most for the long term.
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Nofurol Boniers

ffiJf,i,î
Figure 5.1: Barriers in a disposal vauit. The barriers in the vault consist of both engineered
and natural systems. The primary engineered barrier is the buffer materia,l.

Considerable work was d.one incidental to the direct ERT component of the study. A
data-acquisition system was built using a modular design that could be expanded by adding

more units and excitation sources could be plugged in to adapt to different conditions. This

was the system used in tests described in the chapters following. The electrical properties of
bufer were studied to derive a moisture-conductance calibration curve. Independent psy-

chrometer measurements and emplacement ievels were used to derive quantitative results.

It was found that internal redistribution of moisture was the most significant feature in
contrast to what was expected due to in flow on the boundary.
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5.1.1 Buffer Material

Buffer is composed of 50% Avonseal Bentonite (Na-) and 50% graded silica sand with a

water content of 18%, devised as a stand.ard for study in the NFwMp [2g]. Bentonite is a
chemically inert material composed of smectitic, sheet-like clayl particles of montmorillonite
(> 50%) that causes it to expand when wet. Montmorillonite is a hydrated aluminosilicate
mineral having weakly attached cations of Na+ and ca**. Formation of these minerals
is affected by isomorphous substitution [56], giving a net valance charge that dominates
the electrical properties of the material. The reference density of the buffer is 1.67Mg/m3
with a water content of 76% to 18% [106]. Many physical properties of bentonite make it
an ideal material as a barrier to moisture movement. A most important property is that
buffer swells when wetted giving it a self-healing nature that causes closing of desiccation

fractures during rehydration. It absorbs solutes in water and this inhibits the transport of
radio-nuclides [a0].

5.2 Data-Acquisition System

The surveys described in this dissertation research were performed with the data-acquisition

electronics and software designed as part of this study. The design makes use of previous

work [83] and is more thoroughly described elsewhere [86, 87]. The measurements were

taken sequentially using a high-precision meter and, though acceptable in environmental

appJ-ications, the acquisition of data in this manner is slow.

5.2.L Ilardware

Figure 5'2 shows the data-acquisition hardware. The monitoring electronics consist of a
set of Phillips electronic devices controlled by a personai computer manufactured and mar-

keted by MIND Computers.z Communication was done with an IEEE-48g parallel bus to
ed of grains < 0.002mm.

'MIND computers, unit A 1245 Elice A.'renue, winnipeg MB R3H iA6, (204) 786_7747.
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Figure 5.2: Data-acquisition hardware.

Fluke/Philips 3 proprietary System 21t^ rnits using a Phiüps GpIB Interface card instailed

on the computer. Fully functional, it could address up to 14 GPIB instruments and was

hardware and software conflgured to select an appropriate IRQ setting, DMA channel, and

base I/O address.

The units include six banks of twenty switches each, a digital-to-analog converter, and a

meter. The switch-banks are paired based on their function during the monitoring: 1) were

for anode electrode selection; 2) cathode electrode selection; and 3) for the measurement

electrodes' Each electrode served in one of the three roles during a single measurement and

most electrodes served in all roles for a complete set of measurements.
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All units except the meter interfaced through a master switch unit between the IEEB
bus and the System 2rt* brs. This interface unit was a pM2101, and was a simple com-

munication device that resided transparently on the IEEE bus. The controller sent and
received data from the units on the System 2Lt^ btLs by addressing through the interface
unitusingtheGPIBaddressoftheinterfaceandthePhilipsaddress.

A Philips PM5139 function generator was used as the alternating-current excitation
source' Tests were performed to determine the best excitation signal to stimulate a clay/sand
material for in situ monitoring. The source had to be free from distortion, accurately
measured and set, and reüably maintained [89]. The tests identified more precisely, the
properties of buffer of interest to ERT methods when excited using alternating currents. In
particular, frequency, waveform, and current level were identified that would provide the
best result for this application of ERT monitoring. The tests better resolve¿ specifications

for the instruments, and how to automate the monitoring.

The frequencies used were ru 0.5, 15, and 100kHz. The reactivity at the 100kHz fre-
quency level is significantly higher than at the lower frequencies. These are in the range of
the frequency spectrum where the response is dominated by the absorbed water [52]. Each

frequency falls into a distinct range where the reactivity remains at a constant ievel. A
current level between 5 and 20mAis best for this application of the ERT method [81] which
is well within the operational range of the generator.

5.2.2 Software

The software is comprised of both commercial and locally developed pïograms. The locally

developed software was used for control of the data-acquisition electronics by the microcom-

puter (Figure 2.1). The commercial software installed on the system included the drivers

for the GPIB card, the Ethernet card and the Bernouili drive. The operating system was
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Microsoft windows for workgroups4 running "Desktop". The Desktop environment in-
cluded a scheduler for automatic execution of the logging software [gJ]. It also ofered the
necessary environment for Labviews to be used as an aid for debugging. Remote access to
the system was done through pC-Anywhere.6

Because of the remote location of the URL application, the logging computer networked
to a central computer dedicated primarily to file services through a high-speed, flbre-optic
link using personal-computer networking software. Data logged by the system transferred

via the network to the central computer and network software allowed remote access in any

direction on the network [g0].

5.2.3 Data-Acquisition System Summary

Although suitable to the response expected in those applications considered here, the system

was slow due to the sequential nature of the monitoring strategy. The settljng time of the
meter was approximateiy one second and this resulted in significant time to take a set of
measurements, although the measurements were very accurate and repeatable. The units
were intelligent and were capable of giving their state over the bus, when requested, during

monitoring' As well, since the units were modular, the system could be expanded with
additional plug-in modules. Figure 5.3 shows an example of a data set collected during the

test.

5.3 Preliminary Test with Sand

The test described in Section 5.3 validated the ERT method for monitoring moisture in
sand' The apparatus was a 2l.5cm length of lO.3cm-radius PVC pipe filled with dry sand,

fitted with wire electrodes and capped at both ends with plexiglass. Water was introduced

in measured amounts through holes in the side while monitoring was performed.

, Redmond WA 98052-6399.sNational Instruments Corporation, OSO+ Bridge Point Parkway, Austin TX ZgZ30-503g.6symantec Corporation, f OZOf Torre Avenue, Cupertino CA 9ú014.
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Table 5'1: water added for tomography measurements. The initial mass of the apparatuswas 3648.2gm.

Test Mass widrh Height

80

water wetted region wetted region

1 93.4
2 279.2
3 336.2

4.0
12.0

72.0

3.5
5.0
8.0

Thirty-two' 8cm wire electrodes of 18-gauge copper wire were used. They were fastened
inside the pipe parallel to the axis and holes were drilled in a line between electrode one and
thirty-two' Figure 5.4 shows the apparatus used in these tests. The apparatus was filled
with dry sand and an initial measurement of mass was performed. It was then partially
submerged in a water-filled tank to introduce the water into the system. The amount of
water taken up was controlled by the level of water in the tank and, after approximately
ten-minutes, it was weighed to determine the uptake by the apparatus. Table 5.1 shows the
amounts of water added for the ERT measurements at each monitoring point. After sitting
out of water for another ten minutes, the ERT readings were taken. The water distribution
could be viewed through the plexiglass caps in the end of the apparatus. Ali processing

used the same twenty-five excitation electrode pairs, üsted in Table 5.2.

An 2'0V signal was used as the excitation souïce. Two readings were made of the
current then the voltage at the source inputs was measured with respect to the cabinet

ground' Readings were taken at each electrode before a final current measurement was

taken' All voltage measurements were computed from five readings: the first reading was

discarded because of the settling time, and a mean value was computed from the remaining

four' The excitation current was measured directly from the voltage drop across a known
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Table 5.2: Excitation electrode pairs.

anode/cathode pairs

00 14 76 02 04 22 24 06 08 26
28 10 12 30 04 18 20 06 00 02
04 06 08 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
24 26 28 30 00 06 08 14 L6 22
24 30 04 10 72 78 20 26 28 02

resistor between the signal source and the anod.e.

The empiricai formula due to Archie [4], describes the relationship between moisture
content and resistivity for a porous material

p" = þó-M 
"-n 

p- (5.1)

where / - porosity, s : fraction of the pores containing water t pu : resistivity of water,
n x 2 and ¡-t is a constant. Equation 5.1 can be used to derive the following relationship for
moisture and resistivity:

p: a * ôexp (-Mlò 6.2)
with ø zelo and, from Equation 5.1:

p": ((re)M (5.g)

where € = ps-"p-, andre = /, equating(re)-M to e-M/": c= rn-r(re). The porosity of
the sand can then be determined [80]: ó = enp[_Llc]: .BZS.

The conductance matched the water distributions, as observed through the plexiglass

ends of the apparatus, considering that BRT methods average over the length of the appa-

ratus due to the line electrodes used.
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5.4 Underground Research Laboratory Survey
5.4.L Method

An ERT method was tested in a full scale, in situ experiment at the uRL in a borehole
fitted with electrodes and packed with buffer. Monitoring electronics were developed, as-
sembled' and used for a period of approximately two years. The data were processed using
the algorithm of wexler to produce a conductance distribution for the buffer which was
converted to moisture content using the calibration curve determined from the laboratory
tests.

Measurements were taken with thirty-two, 1m-long electrodes and direct and alternating-
current excitations' The electrodes were constructed of galvanized cable commonly use in
the manufacture of aircraft. By choosing wire electrodes, the processing was reduced from a
three-dimensional problem to a two-dimensional problem, based on the assumption that the
water distribution had little vertical variation. Figure b.6 is an iliustration of the apparatus.

Figure 5'7 shows the basic finite element mesh with its inner section of sixty-four eI-
ements within a central circle and an outer concentric ring of thirty-two elements. The
elements in the outer section were formed by the radial lines intersecting the annulus. The
electrodes in the mesh corresponded to nodes on the outer edge of the mesh. The area of
each element is fairly constant over the full mesh except at the electrodes where the mesh
was refined to handle the high gradients in the potential field. Numerical integration, while
generating the stiffness matrix, used gauss points and the gauss quadrature method. The
conductance at the nodes were used for displaying the result.

The measurements were made by selecting excitation pairs, applying 500H2 alternating
current, then taking five voltage measurements at the remaining electrodes. The alternating-
current stimulation was done using forty-nine excitation electrode pairs. AII monitoring for
direct-current response used ten excitation erectrode pairs.
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5.4.2 Apparatus

The in si'tu test (Figure 5'8) was conducted on the 240 Levelin Room 205 in a 
'.5m-radiusborehole (designated uRt-uc-205-01). The borehole was drilled in the floor of the drift to

a depth of 5m and fitted with ljne electrodes (see Figure b.9). The 240 Leuetis comprised
of several rooms at a depth of 240m below surface. Buffer was packed in the lower 2m of
the hole to I.T24Mgf mz, at a moisture content of about IT.g4%and constrained from above
by a 1-m concrete plug' Because of the method of installation, the variation in the density
and moisture content of the buffer was well known: 17.16%torg. Ú%for moisture content
and 1'605 to 1'804Mg/m3 for the density [2T1. The surrounding rock was fully saturated
and was the source of moisture flowing into the buffer, at the rock/buffer interface. A
total of twenty-four psychrometers were installed in the buffer for direct and independent
measurements of moisture levels.T

5.5 Results

Figure 5'10 shows the results for surveys performed from 1gg3-December-7 to 1gg4-February-
18' The low conductance of the rock is apparent on the circumference of the image. Next
to the rock is the conductance high due inflow at the rock-buffer interface. The high noise
level is interpreted as due to the conductance discontinuity at the rock-buffer interface. The
moisture in flow increases over time as is expected.

Figure 5'11 shows results from between 1993-November-23 to 19g4-February-18 along a
profile' The processing ran for a total of 150 iterations and was selected to be representative
of the data overall' The expected in flow of moisture from the walls of the borehole is
apparent as indicated by an increase in moisture at the ends of the plot. The moisture
levels computed at the boundary were lower than the actual moisture content because the
analysis used nodes placed on the rock-bufer interface. There is a lower conductance due
to the rock and the overall resurt is an average of the two revels.
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The forces internal to the system have the largest apparent influence, signiflcantly more

overall then that caused by direct moisture in flow at the boundary. Changes in moisture

level of up to 2% in four months affected all regions of the system. The moisture in flow

cannot be determined quantitatively because of the efect of the rock wall on the ERT result.

However, there is a clear change in the moisture content around. the perimeter, restricted

to the outer 5cm of the borehole.

Moisture content values were calculated from ERT conductances using two different ap-

proaches to calibration. Moisture content data were derived from a least-squ-ares fit to a
general form for the calibration curve using independently determined psychrometer mois-

ture content values. This was referred to as in situ cahbtation. Other moisture content data

were derived from a calibration curve derived from laboratory measurements on samples of

known moisture content. This was referred to as the laboratory calibration.

The conductance-moisture content curve derived from laboratory measurements was

calibrated i'n situ to determine the parameters of the ca[bration curve. To ensure the labo-

ratory resistance measurements were consistent with the point-conductance measurements

of the ERT study, the measured conductance was divided by the measurement electrode

separation to generate:

?Rl0r : A'RIAr

where 0R = AVlL and where Aø is the measured separation and the current (I) is con-

stant. The calibration equation becomes M :29.72+2.6871n,4. The in situ caübration

calculations were done using the 1993-February-6 data. The values for a and B lB2] arc

29-515 and 2.34, respectively. The conductance measurements were converted. to moisture

content using in siúz calibrations [80]. The results are compared in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5'11 plots changes in conductance moisture data over approximately six months.

The differences use 1992-December-5 data as the reference profile. The laboratory cal-ibra-

tions were performed at I.67Mglm3, whereas the buffer was placed at - 1.75M glms lZZl.
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The higher emplacement density would manifest itself in a higher apparent moisture content
but this correction can be shown, as follows, to be insignificant in the range of conditions
experienced. The density-resistivity relationship [81] has the same form as the moisture
content-resistivity relationship [81], i.e.,

85

p=atlb'erp(-D/ct)

where at : I.42 x 102, bt = 6.74 x 10s, and c/ = I.42x 10-1

From above

(5.4)

were computed as previouslv.

6 p : a' 1 ó/exp [-D I ct]6 D.

and

6p=o*óexpf-Mlcl6M.

Hence

6M /6D = (bt lb)(clct)(M I D) exp[(M / D)("1",)].

substituting the values of a, b, c, o,t, b', and c/ into the above using M = rT.5% and

D = 7.TLMglms,

6Ml6D : .00052Ms1m3

For a difference of 0.8Mg/m3, this translates into an insignifrcant apparent moisture content

variation.

The ERT measuïements, for 1993-December-27,were calibrated to psychrometer mois-

ture values in a best-fit, least-squares manner presented in Appendix B. Where the moisture

is known from a direct measurement, the difference between the computed and measured

results are used as an indication of the error. A sum is taken over all known moisture values

and divided by the number of points in the computation to give a general measure of the

quality of the frt (o2). The value determined was 0.55g.

The conductance from the i'n siúz test show a sharp change at the outer edge. This is

attributed to the high resistivity of the rock and the response of the field to the electrodes
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being placed on the material discontinuity. The laboratory tests had a similar configuration,

but with sand in the place of buffer and PVC as the boundary of the material. The result
showed that the dry sand, with high resistivity more closely matching that of the pVC, did
not display the same contrast. However, as the amount of water was increased, the same

effects at the edge were observed as were found with the borehole test.

5.6 Discussion

The purpose of the research of Chapter 5 was to apply the ERT method to monitor moisture

in buffer: a soil material proposed to be used as a barrier to moisture in the Canadian

concept for the disposal of nuclear fuel waste. Buffer is a sand-bentonite clay material

composed of 50% Bentonite and 50% graded silica sand with a moisture content of 50%.

The developments of Chapter 5 started with a presentation of the data-acquisition sys-

tem used in the application of the ERT method at the URL, and in applications in Chapter 6.

Prel-iminary tests were performed with sand where moisture was introducd into a labora-

tory apparatus and monitored using ERT. The results showed increasing moisture in the
apparatus as additional moisture was added.

A calibration relationship was derived from measurements made on samples of buffer

that was shown to be consistant with Archies emperical formula. A method for in situ
caübration was developed and compared well with independent measurements of moisture.

It appears that the moisture distribution has a greater depend.ence on internal forces than

on the direct infl.uence of moisture inflow at the rock-buffer interface.

B6
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Figure 5.3: Response of electrodes. The actual and theoretical response of the electrodes
is shown' The profiIes are closely matched with differences due in part to the simplif,ed
assumption that the model is homogeneous.
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(sand filled)

wire elecúodes
(32 in total)

Figure 5.4: Apparatus for laboratory tests with sand.



Moisture inflow
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Figure 5.5: Conductivity during moisture in flow. There were 28g unknowns, 25 excitation
pairs, 32 electrodes, and a initial conductance of 10-6 was used with processing for 150
iterations. Moisture is shown in Table 5.1, progressing from Figure 5.54 to Figure 5.5C.
The single-point spike in Figure 5.5C is interpreted as noise due to processing.
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Figure 5.6: Apparatus for Underground Research Laboratory.
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Figure 5.7: Mesh for Underground Research Laboratory.
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Figure 5.8: Underground Research Laboratory in situ test. Location of the data acquisition
system and apparatus are shown.
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Figure 5.9: Electrodes fitted to borehoie wall.
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Figure 5.10: Results from URL survey. The surveys were performed from 1gg3-December-7
to 1994-February-18.
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Figure 5.11: Change in moisture content. The moisture content was computed using the
calibration curve and the profiles for five days are plotted during a four month period. The
reference profile used was 1992-December-5.
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Figure 5.12: Field calibrated data. The conductance data were calibrated using the result
of l8a]. The psychrometers readings were also plotted.
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Chapter 6

Survey of a Lon¡-Level 'Waste
Facility

6.1 Overview

In Chapter 6, the radioactive waste facility remediation problem is considered when an

ERT method was demonstrated at an operational waste site. The setting was Atomic

Energy of Canada Limited's Chalk River Laboratory Waste Management Area-C in Chalk

River, Ontario (see Figure 6.1. The tests began with laboratory measurements in two-

dimensions to locate a metal target in sand in a small-scale apparatus. Staged field tests and

measurements in a conventional waste disposal facility were performed in three dimensions

using surface-only measurements to image trench boundaries and individual targets. In the

final step, the ERT method was applied at Waste Management Area-C during two weeks

in the month of August 1995, as part of closure activities for the facility.

As will be shown, the ERT method is useful in orientating speciflc targets and providing

detail in regions of interest such as trench boundaries and targets. The ERT method's

greatest value to this application is that measurements can be made from surface. The

system under study need not be disturbed by instruments in any significant way since the

electrodes are not installed in an intrusive manner. In contrast, direct-sensing, invasive

methods often damage barriers and this accelerates the release of pollutants and, thus

increases the likelyhood of contamination of personnel and equipment. Invasive technologies

are still crucial; however, coordinated surveys using ERT methods can support the actual
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remediation and waste management activities.

6.1.1" Low-Level Radioactive Waste in Canada

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited is developing technologies for use in the safe storage

and disposai of radioactive-waste in Canada [12, 13, 29,47), with the exception of waste

related to uranium mining, milling, and reflning. The primary sources of the waste are

the nuclear generating units in Ontario, the research and engineering activities of Atomic

Energy of Canada Limited, and a relatively small amount from industrial, medical, and

research activities within Canada.

Classification of waste is based on the length of time necessary for containment due

to the hazardous nature of the material. Three categories are used: low; intermediate;

and high level waste. Currently, the total in storage is over 100 000m3 and this amount

is increasing at a rate of 3 000m3/a [a1]. About 80 % of the waste is low-level , 15 % is

intermediate-level, and 5 % is highly radioactive.

Low-level waste have hazardous lifetimes of < 150a and are dominated by radioisotopes

considered dangerous for < 15a. Cha,lk River Laboratories is the largest Canadian source

for this type of waste. The waste is made up of contaminated paper, mop heads, plastic

trash, and discarded supplies and equipment and is buried in sand trenches located above

the water table. Other low-level waste, comprised of fission or activation products, is placed

in concrete structures. Intermediate-level waste has a hazardous lifetimes of > 150a but

< 500a and are dominated by radioisotopes hazardous for = 300a. Sources of this waste

are ion exchange resins and filters from reactor cooling systems, Co60 sources, hot cell

waste, redundant equipment, and other waste requiring shielding. High-level waste have

hazardous lifetimes > 500a and have their source in irradiated reactor fuel and reactor-core

components.

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited is now assessing the performance of disposal concepts

in prototype studies to estimate the total effect these systems wiil have on the environment.
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The waste is to be disposed of in a responsible manner that does not burden future gen-

erations and it is critical that Atomic Energy of Canada Limited display competence in

characterizing these systems to its' regulatory bodies for continuing support for operation

and expansion of faciüties.

The method of disposal used considers waste type, quantities, and conditioning; geolog-

ical and environmental conditions; and economic, social, and regulatory conditions. Low

level waste disposed by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited in Chalk River uses the improved

sand trench (IST) concept in several upland, free-draining, sand dune deposits. The waste

is placed in the trenches then packed with a sand/clay mixture. The trench is covered, after

fllling, with a barrier layer: plastic; gravel; cobbles; etc. The system will be vegetated when

full, and contoured to direct precipitation away from the facility.

6.L.2 Background on Waste Management Area-C

Figures 6.2 and 6.14 shows the Waste Management Area-C facility. The facility comprises

sand trenches excavated in a fine-to-medium grained sand unit overlying compacted glacial

till with a granitic gneiss bedrock. The base of the trenches are from one- to two-metres

above the water table. They are a clay/sand soil formulated to retard the migration of

radio-nuclides and are permeable enough to allow infiltrating water to escape. The facility

covers 4.2 hectares of leveled terrain at an elevation of 163m AMSL and comprises sand

trenches evacuated within a fi.ne-to-medium grained sand unit which overlies a compacted

glacial till and granitic gneiss bedrock (Figure 6.2).

Waste is buried within unlined trenches approximately 4m x 3m deep and gOm long

excavated using a bulldozer. The waste trenches are backfilled with sand after they are filled

with waste and compacted i,n si,tu. The ground level has been maintained with periodic

backfilling to compensate for slumping. In 1982, the method of disposal was changed to a

continuous trench that is opened on one side, as needed, while backfilling on the other. Most

of the area is capped only with sand; however, in 1983 a 60m x 120m strip at the south
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end of the facilìty was covered with polyethylene as a sand infiltration barrier to reduce

the movement of contaminants. Although the facilìty was to be used for solid waste, a

separate area was created in 1982 comprising three open trenches that receive and disperse

chemicals, acids, and solvent in steel, plastic, and glass containers.

The facility is now near its fuli capacity, and it has been proposed to expand the facilities

162]. The faciJìty does not present any kind of hazard to onsite personnel nor to the general

public and the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB)I has given approval for the faciìity

to be increased in capacity to hold a further two-years volume of waste.

6.2 Purpose

The two main objectives of the Waste Management Area-C study were to explore the

practical capabilities of the ERT method as a guide for invasive sampling. Further objectives

were to

o locate top, sides, and bottom of trenches,

o locate and characterize speciflc targets within the trenches, and

o select targets for drill-core sampling.

The practical application of the method was also to be investigated to answer

o \A/hether quick turnaround could be achieved, i.e., could a result be available on

completion of fleld measurements so quality could be assessed before the electrodes

were removed? This would allow any activity coordinated with the ERT measurements

to proceed without delay, and further ERT measurements could be quickly planned

with the benefit of previous results.

o If an effective, full function field unit could be built that would eliminate reliance on

outside support. Such a system would deliver the result quickly, before the system is

removed from the field.
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6.3 Method and Results

Tests applying the ERT method were performed starting with a iaboratory application in

two-dimensions, followed by preliminary field measurements and measurements in a con-

ventional waste management facility, and culminating with a survey at Waste Management

Area-C.

6.3.1 Laboratory Study

In the laboratory, a metal target was imaged in two dimensions using a small-scale apparatus

comprising a PVC pipe, with wire electrodes, filled with sand. The pipe was 2\.5cm in

length and 10.3cm in radius capped at both ends with plexiglass. It was fltted with 32,

5'5cm electrodes of l8-gauge copper wire, placed vertically around the inside of the pipe. A

brass rod, 2cm in diameter was placed of-centre in the pipe and measurements were made

to image the bar. Figure 6.3 depicts the apparatus used in these tests. Figure 5.2 shows

the finite element mesh used to recover the image.

Figure 6.4 shows the result from the laboratory test. The metal bar is imaged in its

correct position. The processing was done in two-dimensions and so only a vertical average

is shown in cross-section.

6.3.2 Preparatory Field Studies

Preparatory fleld surveys were performed to locate a buried target from surface measure-

ments and to locate trenches in a conventional waste landfili facility. Two surveys were

conducted using twenty regularly placed electrodes in a 5 x 4 grid. The spacing of the elec-

trodes in the first survey was one-metre and one-third metre in the second survey. Voltage

readings were made with all electrodes during the course of each excitation. Al1 electrodes

were placed on surface. The excitation circuit was selected by connecting the appropriate

wires before the computer selectively stepped through the measurement electrodes to take

the readings. The excitation source was a portable 60Hz electrical generator and it was
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adjusted to 20mA using a variac and ammeter. The current was manually adjusted using

a variac. All field surveys were performed in three dimensions from surface-only measure-

ments.

6.3.2.1 Locating a Known Target

To test the ERT method for locating a target in a field setting, a metal barrel 475cm

in diameter and 70cm in length was buried in sand. Two surveys were conducted, one

with the barrel positioned vertically 0.3m below surface and the other with it tilted 15o off

horizontal and placed 0.5m below surface. A 5 x 4 grid of electrodes with 0.3m separation

was placed on surface directiy above the target. A total of 38 excitations were used during

each measurement sequence.

Figure 6.5 shows the results of the surveys along with the regular grid used in the

processing. The computed values were centered on each element. This assigns a single value

to each element that represents an average over the element. Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.T arc

cross-sections through the approximate centre of the targets and shows that the shape and

position of the barrel have been recovered in the result. Figure 6.10 shows the interpreted

barrel profile for the tilted barrel.

In both cases, where the barrel had different orientations relative to the surface electrode

grid, the results were much as expected (see Figures 6.6 and 6.7). However, the interpreted

tilted barrel differs more from the ideal than does that of the vertical barrel. An artifact is

present in the deepest cross-sections of both results and is characteristic of a region below

a highly conductive object. This is a signature that delimits the bottom of the barrel.

The behaviour of the algorithm over the region of the highly conductive barrel is con-

sistent with that predicted by synthetic results; particularly when compared with the per-

formance in the region of the low conducting sand. With synthetic data, the conductivity

values for highly conductivity continues to climb: almost exponentially with iteration. Fig-

ure 6.11 illustrates this with synthetic data from Fry [37] as compared with data from this
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study.

6.3.2.2 Locating Trench Boundaries

A conventional waste landfill facility in Manitoba was the setting for a test of the ERT

method for locating trench boundaries. This landfill facility was selected because its history

was well known to the author and the layout of the trenches was of a simple and well-defined

geometry. A 5 x 4 grid of electrodes, with 1.0m separation was laid out to span the end of

a single buried trench and include a region of undisturbed soil outside the trench. A barrel

was dug into the trench to provide a known target. A total of 190 excitations were applied

in all possible combinations to include the best excitation patterns.

Figure 6.12 shows the layout of the landfill facility where the ERT method was used to

locate trench boundaries and Figure 6.13 shows the result of the survey. The trench edge

can be seen as a region of contrasting resistivity. The boundary of this region migrates with

deeper images as expected, due to the sloping trench walls, and then it disappears below

the known depth of the trench. The buried target is distinguished as a contrasting high

in Figure 6.13. A high contrast passes through the centre of the deepest most level and is

interpreted to be a region of relatively high moisture.

6.3.3 'Waste Management Area-C Study

The Waste Management Area-C survey was performed during two weeks in the month of

August 1995, at Chalk River Laboratories as part of closure activities. Figure 6.14 shows

the location of the survey grid in relationship to the waste trenches.

To perform the tests, the field tested electronic data acquisition system was disassem-

bled in Manitoba, shipped and reassembled at Chalk River. To avoid biasing the result,

information on the facility was not available to the field team until after the survey was

complete and most of the processing finished. The location and orientation of the survey

grid was determined and electrode locations marked before hand by an independent survey
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team. A drilling rig was used to investigate results as they became availabie.

Two surveys were performed. The first used a 5 x 10 electrode grid with electrode

separation of 3.0m. In this case, one corner of the grid was elevated by sand banks by about

1.5m over two electrode spacing. In the analysis, this was ignored on the assumption that

the error due to location of the few electrodes involved would not contribute significantiy

to the result. The second survey used a 6 x 6 electrode grid with electrode separation of

1.0m and covered a reduced area within the larger grid.

6.3.3.1 Survey Layout

A 30 x 30 metre area was marked with a survey grid as shown in Figure 6.15. This region

overlays the trenches from the early 1970's-aregion of low activity. Figure 6.16 illustrates

the physical layout of the trenches. This area was well removed from the polyethylene cover.

In all, two ERT surveys were conducted on the grid. The first ERT survey was d.one

using a 5 x 10 electrode grid with electrode separation of 3.0m. With in this grid area, a bank

of sand elevated one corner of the grid by about 1.5m over a spacing of two electrodes from

the corner. This geometric irregularity was ignored during the analysis on the assumption

that the error involved would not contribute significantly to the result. The second ERT

survey was performed using a 6 x 6m electrode grid with electrode separation of 1.5m and

within the larger grid (see Figure 6.15). Two independent measurement sets were taken

using different excitation patterns on the coarser grid. The initial set used fewer excitations

to scope the region while the second set corroborated the result and improved on accuracy.

Only the final, more-detailed survey is included here.

6.3.3.2 Survey Result

Figures 6.17 to 6.19 shows the result from the Waste Management Area-C facility survey.

Linear features present correlate with the locations of the three trenches (Figure 6.18). The

shallowest layer,0-1.5m, shows no signifrcant features which suggests the trench tops are
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1.5m below surface. Figure 6.19 shows the result from the finer detailed grid. This resuit

show several regions of high contrast of which two were selected as targets for drilling. Both

targets were found to be metal-one target could not be penetrated by the coring machine.

From local knowledge and independent survey data, the majority of the waste is known to

be packed in plastic bags. The low resistivity apparent in the trenches is in contrast to the

expected high resistivity of plastic material and this is interpreted to be due to the moisture

trapped by the bags-pooled above and trapped within. Appendix D contains the result

from the borehole sampling at the marked locations in Figures 4.11 and 6.14.

Low ion content of the sand could have had a significant effect on the success of the

survey. Sufficient driving voltages a e necessary for adequate measurement levels in the

survey volume and to avoid nonlinear responses observed at iow current [81]. The result

showed that this is not a problem.

6.4 Applying Peak-Detection Filtering

Peak-detection filtering was applied to a synthetic case representative ofa conductive barrel.

The synthetic barrel case, was composed of homogeneous npper and lower cross-sections

with regions of contrast (see Figure 6.20) placed in the centre of each of three intermediate

regions. The result is included in Figure 6.21 with the error function included in Figure 6.22.

Figure 6.23 is the result when peak-detection filtering is applied to the real data. The

behaviour of the algorithm over the highly conductive barrel region is consistent with that

predicted by synthetic results; particularly when compared with the performance in the

region of the low conducting sand. With synthetic data, the conductivity values for highiy

conductive regions continue to cümb-almost exponentially with iteration. Figure 6.11

compares data from synthetic data [37] with data taken from this study, to illustrate this

point.

Other image processing strategies could further enhance results. A normalizing function

could account for the increasing function va.lues with depth to eliminate smearing with
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depth. As well, peak-detection filtering could be done to better resolve the bounds of the

target.

6.5 Conclusions

The ERT field survey recovered the impedance of a barrel buried in sand from surface

measurements. The result deviated from the ideal, more so with depth, which is most likely

due to the increasing distance from the electrodes. This degradation in the result could

be reduced by eiectrodes strategically placed below the surface, but this would make the

survey more diffcult to perform. In a carefully designed survey where conditions are not

known, a combination of surface and subsurface electrodes wouid apply the ERT method

to best advantage.

At Waste Management Area-C, the ERT survey located trenches using surface mea-

surements' High conductive targets selected from the detailed survey were identified and

selected as targets for drilling (see Figure 6.19).

The ERT method complimented the other characterization activities, such as drilüng,

and provided valued information (See Figure 6.24. The result of this work shows that ERT

methods are valuable tools in characterizing waste facilities.

Problems were experienced with the electronics and only an estimateð,b% ofthe target

sample population for each set of measurements was acquired. As a result, fewer surveys

were performed and the resolution of those surveys were much reduced. This reduced the

overall scope of the study [91]. From this result, there is every indication that all of the

original goals are achievable. The current excitation leveis and the dimensions of the survey

grid needed in this appücation were achieved. The resolution of this work was approximately

0.5m on the flne grid. With the current data acquisition system, this resolution could be

improved to better than 0.1m on a similar grid spacing.

Three goals of additiona,l work are to
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1. Locate the water table and moisture plumes to infer moisture distribution and move-

ment,

2. Test the resolution of the method in field trials, and

3' Test an innovative design of vertical electrodes to allow three-sided measurements

With its remote sensing properties, the ERT method offers broad and distributed mon-

itoring in contrast to point readings of more conventional approaches. The method could

aJso be used to monitor moisture movement over time as it detects changes across surfaces

and within volumes. This work demonstrated the robustness of the method when a partial

ERT set of data provide meaningful results. A practical system, permanently installed,

could be expected to degrade with age yet still be useful for continuous and. long-term

monitoring.
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Figure 6.1: Waste Management Area-C operations.
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Figure 6.2: The geology of the Waste Management Area-C facility. This figure, based on

[67], is not to scale aS it has been exaggerated in the vertìcal direction.
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Figure 6.3: Apparatus from laboratory tests.
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Figure 6.4: Laboratory test with metal. The metal bar was recovered in its correct position.
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Figure 6.5: Barrel surveys. The processing grid is superimposed on the image. Figure 6.54
shows the vertical barrel and Figure 6.58 shows the tilted barrei. Shown are the physicai
arrangements, the ideal recovered image, and the actual image recovered.
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Figure 6.6: Cross-section of vertical barrel. The plane lies horizontal to the surface at the
approximate mid-section of the barrel.
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Figure 6.7: Cross-section of tilted barrel. The image plane lies horizontal to the surface at
the approximate mid-section of the barrel.
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Figure 6.8: Photo image of vertical barrel.
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Figure 6.9: Photo image of horizontal barrel.
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, Figure 6.10: Isometric barrel with interpreted outline.
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Iteration for synthetic response
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Figure 6.11: ReaI and synthetic data.
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Figure 6.L2: Layout of conventional waste facility.
images in Figufe 6.13. The grid spacing is 0.5m.
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Figure 6.13: Result of conventional waste facility test. Computed conductance is displayed
at depths of 0.17m, 0.50m, 0.80m, and 1.16m in Figures 6.134 to 6.13D, respectively. The
dimension of this image is shown in Figure 6.1-2.
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Figure 6.14: The Waste Management Area-C grid layout. The location of the survey grid
is overlaid on a map of the waste trenches. The borehole locations are marked. (Appendix
D describes the cores corresponding to the locations marked.)
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I o Electrodes

Figure 6.15: Grid for Waste Management Area-C. Shown are the grids used for both the
extended and detailed surveys. The grid as surveyed shows where the electrodes were
physically placed while the coarse and fine grids show the regions where the conductance
was actually calculated. The electrodes of the outermost line on the north edge were not
used.
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Figure 6.16: Physical layout of trenches.
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B

O Siemens .020

Figure 6.17: Result from Waste Management Area-C. The first, third, and fourth level are
displayed here. Figure 6.174 shows the 0.0-1.50m level, located at 0.75m, Figure 6.178
shows the 3.00-4.50m level located at 3.75m, and Figure 6.L7C shows the 4.50-6.00m level,
Iocated at 5.25m. Scale is shown in Figure 6.15.
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Grid as flagged in field Eastern most edge
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Figure 6.18: Waste Management Area-C trenches. The horizontal cross-section is averaged
over 1.5 to 3.0m and positioned at 2.25m. Figure 6.154 shows the result in proportion while
in Figure 6.158, the result has been stretched to emphasize the trenches. Sca,le is shown in
Figure 6.15.
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Siemens

W sit" Drired

Eastern most edge

Figure 6.19: Result from detailed survey. Result from a 1.5m electrode spacing. Fig-
ure 6.194 shows the 0.00-1.00m level, located at 0.5m, Figure 6.198 shows the 1.00-2.00m
level, located at 1.5m, and Figure 6.19C shows the 2.00-3.00mlevel located at 2.5m. Several
distinct targets are apparent and locations marked were selected as drilling targets.
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Figure 6.20: The synthetic barrel. The centre two of four cross-sections were as illustrated
here. The top and bottom cross-sections were homogeneous at background level.
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Figure 6.21: Recovering a synthetic barrel. The synthetic model is shown in Figure 6.20. For
this result, there were 780 unknowns, 38 excitation pairs, 20 electrodes, and a homogeneous
initial conductance of 1 was used.
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Figure 6.23: Result for barrel and peak-detection filtering. For this result, there were 780
unknowns, 38 excitation pairs, and 20 electrodes.
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Figure 6.24: Invasive sampling activities. Drilling was performed, coordinated with BRT
monitoring.
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Chapter 7

iscussion

7.L Overview

Chapter 7 reviews and discusses the result of this dissertation research while considering the

goals summarized in Table 1.1. The research shows the ERT method offers many valuable

features to the application of characterization radioactive waste management facilities for

remediation. In Section 7.3, other potential applications for the technology are discussed.

7.2 Discussion of Dissertation Research

Chapter 1 provided an overview of the ERI method and reviewed successful demonstrations

in environmental appìications. The prospects for applying it for remediation of sites con-

taminated with radioactive waste were presented. The focus of this dissertation was on this

application of the ERT method. Chapter 2 continued with background on the algorithm of

Wexler, the approach used to process the data in this research.

Chapter 3 discussed previous research designed to speed conveïgence ofthe algorithm of

Wexler, and points out the ümitations of that work. The discussion provided the background

and led into the developments of this dissertation research that accelerated the process. The

unstable and slow convergence properties of the algorithm are discussed: many iterations

were required in recovering the conductance. While peak-detection filtering enhanced con-

trasts, even as soon as the first iteration, synthetic data showed that objects recovered were

not very distinct. Images usually had irregular edges and did not reach exact values.
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Chapter 4 outlined a novel multistep method for accelerating iterative processing to

convergence and applied it to the algorithm of Wexler. Tests were performed with syn-

thetic data in two and three dimensiòns, and with frltering. The method improved on the

unmodified algorithm by two orders of magnitude when inverting field data.

Chapter 5 developed and applied a robust data-acquisition system in an underground

test in a borehole to monitor moisture flow in buffer. The system functioned well over two

yea s. The electronics had seif-diagnostic features and the result could be communicated

to a controiling computer. It was low cost, easy to use, and conveniently deployed in the

field setting.

Chapter 5 went on to apply the ERT method in a two-dimensional study during labo-

ratory and field tests. Moisture levels were monitored in a sand filled apparatus while in-

jecting water. The progress of the water front is clearly discernible in the result. In in situ

studies at the URL moisture flow was monitored in a borehole filIed with buffer, over a

period of two years. The result was compared with invasive measurements made using psy-

chrometer moisture sensors. Electrica,l properties of buffer were modelled to demonstrate

the conductance-moisture content relationship and to derive the calibration relationship

between the moisture and conductance. The known emplacement moisture level of the ma-

terial and the calibration developed as part of this study allowed a quantitative analysis for

the moisture distributions.

In the research of Chapter 6, the ERT method was deployed in a low-level radioactive

waste management area to locate trench boundaries and individual targets. The survey

was performed in three dimensions where measurements were taken with sensors placed on

the surface. A prelìminary test successfully imaged a metal barrel in verticai and tilted

orientations. The barrei could be clearly distinguished, although the direction of the tilt

was not well discerned. There \Ã7as a lack of distinctness in the conductance, degrading with

increasing depth, and an artifact was apparent below the target. This latter feature, while

undesirable, is an affect of the target made more substantia.l by increasing the distance from
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the electrodes.

The result of this dissertation research showed the ERT method to be a valuable tool for

environmental remediation. The method complimented the other activities; for example,

drilling in the case of the Waste Management Area-C work. In ease of application, it was

found to be somewhere between methods with no instrument installation concerns, such as

ground-penetrating radar, and invasive methods that require extensive modifications, such

as with cross-hole seismic tomography. The ERT method required electrode contact to the

ground and this is what made it of intermediate difficulty in terms of instrumenting.

Overall, the ERT method proved very useful in this study. Of particular value are its

multi-dimensional and rernote sensing features. Quality results are possible without having

to modify the subject with instrumentation in an invasive manner. This makes the method

safer for deployment at the contaminated sites and in the programs discussed during this

dissertation.

7.3 Discussion of Future Research

Three-Dimensional Buffer Studies: The ERT method would be useful during a full-

scaIe, 'in siúz multi-component tests to study the interaction between different elements in

disposing nuclear fuel waste. This application is more complex than the application of ERT

performed at the URL and would require an analysis in three dimensions. This application

would need to consider other complicating factors such as the effect of temperature and

hydraulic gradients.

Moisture in Rock: Moisture measurements in massive rock and rock fractures are

also being considered for ERI methods. This is important to the NFWMP and the study

of the performance of the geosphere since fractures are the principle path for groundwater

flow. Studies have shown that the resistivity of saturated i,n situ granite varies with the

moisture content [98]. This relationship is a direct result of changes to structure caused by

stress closure of micro-cracks leading to a decrease in porosity. Since micro-crack moisture
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dominates the total volume of water in the rock, an increase in micro-crack volume is asso-

ciated with an increase in moisture and a decrease in resistivity. Trends can be interpreted

based on this relationship [98].

To consider applying the ERT method to monitor moisture in massive rock, existing

data were used to image the rock walls of the URL borehole. An conductance distribution

in the rock was produced by extending the finite element mesh outwards by 0.104m and

then reprocessing the data on this new mesh. Since no calibration of the ERT method in

granite was done, it was possible only to correlate conductance contrasts in the rock with

regions of apparent moisture in flow determined from the other results.

Figure 7.1 is a contour plot ofthe conductance distribution throughout the borehole and

the rock wall. The conductance of the buffer is high relative to the rock and dominates the

result. The natural log of the conductance was plotted to preferentially amplify the lowest

conductance values and to bring out the detail of the granite wall. There is a periodic

response around the edge of the borehole that appears to be associated with the electrodes.

This is interpreted as an artifact of the processing, based on the period of the response and

on the results of other studies [88].

There is a contrasting conductance high in the wall in the lower left quadrant of the

plot that correlates with a moisture high in the buffer. This also correlates to the position

of an open borehole. It appears that this borehole is a channel for moisture flow into the

buffer. Until careful laboratory tests have been conducted on samples of granite, the result

of Figure 7.1 cannot be interpreted definitively. They do suggest a relationship between the

porosity of granite and electrical conductance.

Displaying Data: The display of three-dimensional data is a difficult problem. Com-

puter monitors and paper copies project the result onto a two-dimensional plane and do

not fully capture the third dimension. Computers allow interactive, real-time manipulation

of the image that can be useful, but this does not translate well to publications. Three-

dimensional ERT is a useful application to deal with this issue.
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Long-Term Monitoring of Moisture Barriers: The ERI method has the potential

to be used to monitor moisture barriers in waste management systems over longer periods of

time-even over sevelal decades. Because of its remote sensing properties, it provides broad

and distributed coverage in contrast to point readings of more conventional approaches. It

can detect changes across surfaces and within volumes that would indicate the movement

of moisture as in the event of the failure of a barrier. Because of the robust nature of the

data-acquisition hardware, permanent and distributed installations of the ERT method are

practical for long periods.
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Figure 7.1: Result from the borehole waü. The log of the conductance is plotted. The
region within the inner circle is the buffer while the rock lies between the inner and outer
circles. Beyond the outer circle, values are extrapolated not considered valid. There were
289 unknowns, 20 excitation pairs, 32 electrodes, and a homogeneous initial resistivity of
10-6 was used. The processing was executed for 150 iterations.
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Appendix A

Mathematical Foundation

The approach to solving the ERT system used in this dissertation is one variant of the

double-constraint method referred to as the algorithm of Wexler [7]. Another variant was

deveioped by Kohn and Vogelius [108] and starts by defining the error functional as

e("): E | *@)-'lJu+n(r)vú(i)12 ð3n (A.1)

where the sum is taken over all observations. In words, the error is the difference between

the forward and inverse solutions to the fleld equations, ,,I and ü respectively. Bquation 4.1

is ) 0 for the solution and after expanding and applying the divergence theorem,

e(rc): E [ *@)-'lJol2 03x*, 
lrc(z) lvv¿ 1,0"* -,lv¿d¿.nôa. (4.2)

J

Thompson's variational principle

and Dirichlet's principle

| "øl-' I L l' ô3r ) p¿

l4t)l vgl'ôsx) p¿

(4.3)

(A.4)

where p¿: I ú¿J¿.n7a,both hold for the solution and provide an upper limit to the third

term in Equation 4.2.

The error functional is minimum when the first two terms of Equation 4.2 are minimum.

It must be minimized in each region j of the subject,

0e¡ l0n¡ : -n-2Ð 1,, 
t, l' 0', + Ð l,l Vü¿ l' â3c : 0.
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Solving Bquation 4.5 for rc¡,

f az*Y¡z (A.6)

4.1- The Finite-Element solution of the Field Equations

In this formulation, the inverse problem fits the voltage measurements while the forward

problem, using the excitation cuttent, is constrained to fit the voltage measurements and

both are solved using the finite element method (FEM). The development of the FEM

approach followed the arguments in 137, 43, 44, 461 and used quadratic elements having

nine nodes per element in the two-dimensional development and linear elements having

eight nodes per element in the three-dimensional development. In the FEM problem, a fit

of order r is defined by the relationship Õ = Ð1/¿Õr : [¡f]O where i runs over all nodes,

Iy'¿ are scalar multipliers and Õ¿ are the shape functions. The fit meets requirements for

compatibility: C' continuity at element boundaries, and completeness: properly behaved

Ct*l functions as the volume of the element goes to zero.

To illustratel , Iinear elements in two-dimensional are used where

Q(*,g)= 01 + ozr * asg * aary : lPla,

fP] : [1 Ì U rA], and a : dt ez a3 a4.At each node, the fleld must satisfy

(A.7)

6 = [G]a (A.8)

where

lGl =

1 rr At rtAt

L rz Az rzUz

1 øs Az rsAz

I r+ U+ rqg+

rc¡ = (E I t ts lz ô3rll I to*,

lThe actual development used quadratic fitting for the two-dimensional case
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From Bquations 4.7 and .{.8

Õ: ([P][G] - 1)o: [¡r]o,

where [¡f] = (tP]lG]- 1) = the interpolation functions.

Lagrange polynomials are used in this development: L¡(r) : lh,=o,^¡¡,(r - r,)l@¡ -
r-). For a nine-node element, the Lagrange polynomial is of second order and. Õ is iÞ(z) -
ó(*) : Dl=oS¿L¿(x) = ll,ló. The coefficients for þ¿ arc L¿(x) = (ÍI*+¿(r - r*)) l$I*+¿(n¿ -
r*)). In a local-coordinate system, (*,h), the two-dimensional Lagrange interpolation

functions are:

L48

ó(e,n) = 1/r(¿, n)ót,+ Nr(e,rt)óz * 1üs(e , rt)ós* Nq(e,n)ó+* ...

where N¿(e, q) : L¿(e)L¿(rt).

The FEM functional (1) is determined considering that Laplace's equation, Lþ = f
with differential operator .t : 0201 ôx2 + 0201ðy2, holds on the full domain and is known

on the boundary where ó : f (the classical Dirichlet problem). For the classical Dirichlet

problem, the variational problem

f

Jruølt@l- flôp:o (A.e)

can be written in terms of a newly defined operator (-t+),

r
6 Jrlt*(Ð- fólan:o

The functional is
f

Jolt*(ó)-óflan=0 (4.10)

constrained such that ó1(/) = g.

Applying the identity,V' : V'V, and using the chain rule gives

v .(6óvó) = v(ód) .vó + 6ó.v2ö. (A.11)



Equation 4.9 is substituted back into Equation 4.10 to give

îfI v.(6óvó)aD - I v(ód) .Yþ7D =0.JD Jn

Green's theorem is applìed to the first term, with the result that

rî
I n.6þv$6" - | v(6ó)-VgïD =0,Jx Jn

where 6ø indicates the integral is performed over the surface. Since the Dirichlet boundary

conditions are imposed on the boundary

I
Jro(oÐ.Yþ6D 

:0

and

v(6ó.vó) = 112(vó.vó),

hence

rp6 [ Yþ.Yþùo = 0. (A.12)
JE

Substituting Equation 4.12 back into Equation 4.10 gives the functional for the FEM

problem
îl
I vO.n.Yþ\o-2 | fS0o=0. (A.13)JÐ J "'

In the FEM method, the stiffness matrix is assembled from the functional and the shape

functions by making the þ discrete over the elements, as per the Rayleigh-Ritz approach.

The field / is approximated with a set of functions þ¿ anð, coefficients a¿

Ó = Óp : ÐI=oa¿Ó¿(r) = Sr a : { Ó
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(A.14)

with limo-*ó - Ðl=oa;ó;(r): 0. The statement for the discrete stationary condition for

the FEM functional, thus determining the a;'s, is

0I l0a¿= 0 for i = 7,...,p. (4.15)
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6r(ó) = E(6r l6ói)6ó¿ : 0.

This sum is taken over all degrees of freedom for the system, i.e., at each node where a value

is to be determined. Since the S¿'s are independent for each degree of freedom, 6Il6þ¿: g

for all degrees of freedom, and hence, 6I:Ð61þ) = 0 over all elements. Thus,

61916ö¿= 04")16ó¡ =o (A.18)

for all nodes associated with element i.

Considering Equation 4.17 in the form lsló = ó and using Equation 4.18,

So, : I Ya¿.n.Ya¡ùo
JE

and

(A.1e)

Using the relationship

lr=e..o=oT.^

Ðquation .A.19 becomes

150

Substituting Equation 4.15 into Equation 4.13 and using the result of Equation 4.14, the

discrete functional becomes

r-tt-llrva¿.n.Yalôo-zJfa;\oó (A.16)

which, in the minimum with respect to /, is

AIIAó: Ivoo'n.Ya!ôo-2 [fa¿Lo:0. (4.17)Jx J"
To make 1(/) stationary with respect to the nodal values,

b¿:2 | f ooar.

s¿i : * 
lrooo.a.Y,.¡oo

= o 
lrYr,¿(a¡¿^Ya*¡)0o
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and

þ; = | a¿a¡f¡)o.
JE

If the matrix is assembled in element local coordinates

into the global coordinate system (r, g) using the Jacobian

t _ 0rl0( AaIAC
J_

0x lôn 0y lôrt
The inverse of the Jacobian is derived from

(A.20)

(C,rt), it must be transformed

151

0$l0r = 0ól0e' }el 0r + 0SlAq. 0ql0n

and

ôól0u : ôól0e 'ôe lôy + 0ólAq.ôql0y

to give

LJI-'= 
0(l0x 0nl0x

Both the the field and the impedance :^l::'^r:y::ruted at the node points. Both are

needed, for assembling the stiffness matrix and to update the impedance in the iterative

process. The system of equations generated, is solved using a matrix-solving routine to give

the fleld values at the nodes. The stiffness matrix has certain properties that can be utilized

to improve the efficiency of the solver. It is symmetrical since s.ij = s ji and banded having

width dependent on the order and the geometry of the finite element mesh.

The resolution of the image determines the fineness of the mesh used. The finite-

element method is highly flexible in that as much detail can be generated. The cost is

additional computing effort but this can be efficiently handled with appropriate solvers [77,

78]. Realistically, detail is limited by the number of measurements since this determines the

number of unknowns that can be solved. As in any approximation, an infinite number of

values can be determined from the shape functions. However, confldence of detail decreases

if there is no corresponding increase in the number of measurements. More electrodes

and/or more excitations are needed.
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L2 Numerical rntegration using Gaussian euadrature

To assemble the system of equations of Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.20, it is necessary

to perform numerical integration. Although there are many ways to do this, [9] gaussian

quadrature was implemented in this dissertation [74]. On the interval [a,b], the gaussian

quadrature takes the form

152

(A.21)

where e e Îa,ö]. TheW¿isthewieghtingfactorforthe i,thpointandmisthenumberof

points used in the sum. The derivation starts by requiring an exact flt when /(() ir one of

the power functions: {I,r,12,...,*zn-L}. This imposes 2z conditions for determining the

2n numbers Ç and W¿, where

W¿ = 
lu" 

w(()t ¿()A(.

The L¿ are the Lagrange polynomials [Z+] and the Ç are the roots of the orthogonal polyno-

mials satisfyi"e .ff ,G)p"(Op*(ÒAe = 0m I n. With the interval normalized to [-1,11],
the ( are symmetrically about zero) zero is in the set for m odd., and symmetrical points are

wieghted the same. Equation 4.21 can be generalized into n dimensions using the formula

¡b ¡d

J " J " 
"'w¿(ç) "' r (Ç)ô( : Ð¿,¡,...w¿w ¡ "' f G¿, e¡ "')'

Table 4.1 shows the values for the wieghts and the position of the ('s for à : r,J.

| "'G¡ 
¡ te)o( = ELtw¿ Í (c¿)
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Table 4.1: Wieghts and Intervals for Gauss Quadrature. The position on the interval
[-1,+1] where the values are computed are shown along with wieghts, for m:1,3.

Number of Points Position on [-t,1t] Wieghts

, -t,n 1

+tl'/5 t
o 8/e

-Jfß sts
+\ßß ;ls
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Appendix B

Fitting Noncoincidental Stochastic
Data

The problem encountered when trying to relate the ERT conductance measurements to

psychrometer moisture measurements was that the values were for different positions. As a

result, there was no way to directly relate the measurements of conductance to the moisture

as resulted from the psychrometer readings. To deduce this relationship, the calibration

curve derived in Chapter 5 was used in the novel manner developed in this appendix.

As a general approach, it allows an uncalibrated set of measurements to be calibrated

to noncoincidental data. It does this by interpoiating one data set using kriging [15, 49]

onto the discretized domain of the calibrated set using the generalized calibration function.

The least-squares difference between the kriged values of the flrst data set and the values

of the second data set are computed and then differentiated in terms of the parameters of

the calibration curve. A set of independent equations results that hold simultaneously: one

equation for each parameter. For the best fit in the least-squares sense, these relationships

are set to zerol thus, the resultant system of equations can be solved for the calibration

parameters.

8.1 The General Approach

Consider two sets of experimental measurements, {á1} and {V2}, of two stochastic distri-

butions taken on a common system and at different points in a domain of all measurements.

154
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The domain for the set of observationr {Ar} is D1, and for the set of observations {V2} is

22, defined on:

D1elsl,...,sl,...sl], r1i1n (8.1)

and

D2e[s1,..., t'¡,..."'^], 1 ( j < m (8.2)

Consider that there exists some calibration relationship between the readings {,41} and

values {V1} such that {,41} generate {V1} when calibrated in a best-fit, least squares manneï,

to be derived, using {V2}. The general relationship defines the calibration curve in the

following manner:

{Yt} = {N({,4t}, {o¡}r<r<o)}, (8.3)

where N is the caübration curve and {c¡} are parameters of the calibration curve. The

values in {,41} are interpolated to include values on the discrete domain 22 using the

general method of kriging [15] and are determined to be:

{vt(Dr)} = {ÐTtw¿¡N({Át}, {"r})} (8.4)

where each point is

W(s?) : xlr t¿¿j N ({Ár }, {or}1r=r,o¡ )

and where w¿¡ is a wieghting function suitably selected for the kriging calculations [15]. The

wieghting function is normaüzed, so the data is not biased, by the condition [49]

Ef;=1w¿¡ : I

The square of the residual (ol) at data point j, not normalized, is

o2 : ÐþrlYr(";) -Vr(t¡)l'

o] = lV1(s¡¡ - Vz("i\z (8.6)

and hence the sum of the squares (o2) is

(8.5)

(B.7)
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: ÐT=lÐT¡ tu¿¡N¡({,41("r)}, {"¿}}) - Vr(t¡)l' (from 8.4) (8.8)

This can be minimized with respect to the parameter ak by differentiating as follows:

0(o2)l0a¡:ÐT=t2[ÐT=,u¿¡N({.41("r)},{"¡}) -Vr("Ð]tÐTtw¿¡0N({A},{c,¡})lôc,¡,1

(B.e)

Equation 8.9 can be expanded to p equations once the form of N has been determined.

Where N is linear in the a¿'s, they can be assembled and directly solved simultaneously by

matrix inversion to determine the values of {a¡}. (Any nonlinear function can be linearized

using, for example, a Taylor expansion [8,5S].) The method also gives an estimation of the

quality of the match as a least-squares measurement from Equation 8.8.

82 The Electrical Resistivity Tomography Application

Tables 8.1 and 8.2 contain two sets of measurements from the URL. However, the physical

positions of the measurements are different for the two data sets. Table 8.1 contains admit-

tance value. (A¿) which have been shown to vary with the moisture content in a exponential

fashion [81,84], while the measurements in Table 8.2 contain moisture measurements (Mf")

determined using calibrated instruments [94]. The admittance measurements need to be

calibrated from the moisture readings to compare the measurements.

The standard gaussian distribution is selected as the wieghting function ur¿¡ where:

w¿¡ = (t l ¡t ¡)erpl-(r¿ - r)2 l kl (8.10)

The value of k was selected to be 0.0005 r¿ making the half-maximum of the wieghting

function to occur at a radius of 0.019 rn from the function's center. The wieghting function

is further normalized to conform to Equation 8.5 forcing the value of p¡ to be:

Fj = El=terpl-(r¿ - ,ù2 lkl

The calibration curve has the form [84]

(8.11)

Mi: a * þIogA¿ (8.12)
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where M¿isthe moisture content, a and B are calibration constants, and A¿ is the admit-

tance.

From 8.9, the minimized residuals are:

0(o2)l0a: zÐLtfEþrexp-[(r¿ - ,)" I .0005](a + þtoe A¿) _ Ml"l (8.13)

a,nd

A@\lAp:2ÐþiD1=relp,¡)erp-l?¿ - r¡l2 ¡.ooosl(a I BrosA¿) _ Ml"l

[Ei=1erp-l(r¿ - ,)'I .0005]1og A¿l (8.14)

Setting equations B.L3 and 8.14 to zero, and from 8.11:

rna+

B ÐþJÐT=ru' 

" 
" 
::;',', *,'''' 

o o o 5 I to g'4; l

and

c,EþtîET=tQ I tt ì e r p - [(r ¿ - r ¡¡2 I .ooos] log A¿l f

þETlÐT=tQ I p,¡) exp-l(, ¿ -, Ð' 1.00051 log2 A¿l

: Ð¡^=tMI"Ei=rerp-l(r¿ - r¡)2 I .0005]log,4¿

which can be rewritten into the form:

Lþ = y (8.15)

where

^ 
_ at7 at2

azt azz

Y: {Yvgz}

þ: {o,þ}
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a'!-'l': rn

a12 : EþtlÐT=tG I tt ¡) e r 7t - f(r ¿ - r ¡)2 I .oooSll o s A¿l

a21 : EþJET=tG I tt ¡) er p - f(r ¿ - r ¡)2 I .ooo llt o s A¿l

- atz

a22 : ÐþiÐT=tu¿jIog A¿12

y = Eþ1Mls

and

v2 = Ðþ1M1" fEi-rerp-l(r¿ -, )' 1.0005] log,4¿l

Equation 8.15 was solved for the parameters a and B to determine the caljbration curve

for moisture measurements using admittance readings.

8.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 5.12 plots the data fitted using the method decsribed. Figure 8.1 plots the kridged

values using the caübration cutve. The processing was done using the admittance data as

the support because of the relatively high density of elements in that set. The moisture

data for the position 0.6 m was not used in the fit because the distribution was highly

anomalous and not adequately sampled for admittance [04]. The values determined (fitted

for admittance x10a) were:

an : 5.000

atz = *44.399

azz: 402'405

9r = 102.100

Uz: -903.932

a:23.362

158
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A = 0.3314

The results include a statistical estimation of the error of the calibration curve for M using

the vector sum of the errors of the measurements of the known moisture contents [8]:

6M : (aMlaQ\) x 6a

= Ð(plAi) x (6A¿) (8.16)

Where the moisture is known from a direct measurement, the difference between the com-

puted and measured results are used as the indication of the error. A sum is taken over

all results from the known moisture values and divided by the number of points in the

computation to give a general measure of the quality of the frt (o2). The value determined

was 0.558.

This is true for the interpolated moisture content as is shown in Table 8.3 and in the

value of o. Individual computations could be improved further by minimizing the standard

deviation by varying the wieghting function using the the parameter k.

The method effectively combines interpolation to common values using kriging, with a

Iinear-regression to flt the results. This two-step processes is reduced to the single step of

assemblìng and solving a set of linear equations when the calibration function is linear in

the calibration parameters. It results in a good fit of separate data sets based on the low

value of the sum of the diferences squared.
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Tabie 8.1: Data set of admittance measurements

160

Position
(-)

Admittance
(10-4 5)

-0.6110
-0.5667

-0.5667
-0.5223
-0.4401
-0.3844

-0.3598
-0.2676
-0.2392
-0.1903
-0.1415
-0.1131

0.1 131

0.1415
0.1903
0.2392
0.2676
0.3598
0.3884
0.5223
0.5667
0.6110

8.844
1.318

0.080
0.006
r.752
0.158
1.061

6.795
1.913

4.479
7.345
7.382
4.875
4.150
2.572
1.758
L.67I
0.776
0.479
0.137
0.260
L.448

Table 8.2: Data set of moisture measurements

Position Moisture
(') (%)

2r.4
20.7

20.8
20.0
19.8

25.7
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-0.624 0.000

Distance from center (m)

161

0.624

Figure 8.1: PIot of calibrated data with interpolated points. This is data with kriged values
of admittance where moisture was measured.

o
a

Measured Admittance

Kriged Admittance
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Table 8.3: Results from the caljbrated fit along the calibration profile. The estimate of error
is computed from the difference between the admittance and interpolated admittance where
the admittance was measured: according to Equation 8.16. Where moisture readings are
available, the variance is the diference between the moisture and the interpolated moisture.

Position Admittance Admittance
Measured Computed Measured Computed of Brror

r62

(m). (i9-a s) (to-a .î) (%) (%)
_0.611 8.844 8.674 m
-0.600 7.777 27.400 21.000 0.160
-0.567 0.080 0.245 Lg.B44 0.050
-0.522 0.006 0.007 18.685 0.004
-0.440 1.152 i.150 20.356 0.000
-0.400 0.267 20.100 19.802 0.089
-0.384 0.158 0.367 19.978 0.036
-0.360 1.061 0.854 20.258 0.006
-0.268 6.795 5.984 20.903 0.002
-0.239 1.913 2.736 20.644 0.010
-0.200 4.347 20.800 20.727 0.005
-0.190 4.479 4.482 20.807 0.000
-0.742 7.345 7.331 20.970 0.000
-0.113 7.382 7.376 20.972 0.000
0.113 4.875 4.755 20.826 0.000
0.142 4.150 4.258 20.790 0.000
0.190 2.572 2.579 20.624 0.000
0.200 2.531 20.000 20.548 0.300
0.239 1.758 r.749 20.496 0.000
0.268 L.677 1.685 20.484 0.000
0.360 0.776 0.728 20.205 0.000
0.388 0.479 0.527 20.098 0.000
0.400 0.494 19.800 20.000 0.004
0.522 0.137 0.139 19.656 0.000
0.567 0.260 0.280 19.888 0.000
0.611 7.448 r.425 20.426 0.000



Appendix C

Excitation Patterns

The excitation patterns used for synthetic and experimental cases are shown in Table C.1.

Each is identified by figure labels and shows the degrees of freedom, number of electrodes,

number of excitation pairs, the initial image and the grid used. The circular grid is the

mesh shown in Figure 5.7. In this case, the elements are numbered in a counter-clockwise

manner as is each node for each element: the centre node is the nineth. For the regular,

square, two-dimensional grid, the nodes are numbered left-to-right and back-to-front. For

the three-dimensional mesh, when the electrodes are evenly distribute on the surface, the

electrode numbering scheme does not correspond to the nodes, but to the electrode array.

The three-dimensional meshes were all regular grids label as in the two-dimensionai grid

from top-to-bottom for the third dimension. The degrees of freedom for these cases is the

number of unknowns when solving for the fleld equations. This will correspond directly

to the number of degrees of freedom in the model for the two-dimensional case. Fol the

tirree-dimensional case, it will correspond to the tabulated degrees of freedom - (p x m *
(" - 1) x p + (- - 1) x (n -i)) where the grid is mxn nodes, by p nodes high.
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Table C.1: Excitations used for Figures.

t64

Degrees of Number of Number of
Figure Grid freedom excitations electrodes

Figures 2.2,3.5,
4.1,4.27,4.7 l1x 11 727 37
Excitations
01 121,03 119,05 r77,07 115,09 113,11 111,33 99,,5567,77 45,99 23,01 33,03 55,0577,
07 99,09 72L,77119,33 L17,55 7r5,77 113,99 Ltr,72L gg,11g 67, r17 45,Lr1 23,113 01,
09 33,99 119,113 99,23 03,07 55,77 rL7,1L567,45 05,05 77,55 rr5,r77 45,67 07
Electrodes
I,3,5,7,9,77,33,55,7 7,99,23,45,67,99, 1 1 1, 1 1 3, 1 1 5,717,I\9,121

20

Figures 3.3,3.4,
4.2,4.4,4.6,4.9,
4.7L,4.I3 17 xI7 289 18 16
Excitations
01 289,05 285,09 281,13 277,L7 273,95 205,153 737,22I69, 05 217,09 281,13 295,
77 289,69 85,137 t53,205 227,273 299,01 17 ,0L 273
Electrodes
1,5,9,L3,17,95,753,22r,299,295,29L,2r7,27 3,205,737,69

Figure4.77 9x12x5 540 38
Excitations
I 1.30,4 L27,7 124,70 L2l,3r 100,34 97,37 94,40 91,31 61,34 64,37 67,40 70,64 94,
67 97,70 100,37 40,67 70,97 100,61 97,34 37,64 67,94 97,31 34,61 64,91 94,1 10,
31 40,61 70,91 100,121 130,1 12L,4 124, 7 727,70 130,31 g\,34 94,37 97,40 100
Electrodes
r,4,7,70,37,34,37,40,61,64,67,7 0,gl,g 4,,97,700,727,124,727,730

20

Figures 4.78,4.15 9x9x5 405 25 148
Excitations
71 784,737 720,8t L76,L45112,99 169,153 104,97 160,161 96,105 152, 105 152,169 gg,

tr} 744,177 90,722135,196 7r,123 L34,tg7 70,124133,199 67,725132, 1gg 69,126 131,
t90 67,727 130,191 66

Electrodes
L1213r4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,19,19 ,20r2I,22r23,24,25,26,27 ,29,29,30,3rr32,
33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,49,49,50,5r,52,53,54,55,56,57,59,59,60,
6r,62,63,64,65,73,81,89,97,105,113,121,129,137,745,753,161,169,L77,195,193, 207,209,
2L7 ,225,233,247,249,72,80,88,96,104,1L2,120,I29,L36,144,152,160,169 ,I76,794,I92,200,
208,216,224,232,240,249,256,66,67,69,69,70,71,130,131,132,L33,134,r35,194,195,196,
197,198,199 ,L22,r23,I24,L25,126,r27,196,r97,199,199,190 ,r9t,250,25r,252,253,254,255
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Table c.2: Excitations used for Figures (continued from previous page).

165

Degrees of Number of Number of
Figure Grid freedom excitations electrodes

Figures 4.9,4.10 51x51 260L 35
Excitations

{1 2559,5 2554,...,49 2553},{208 2497,4t6 2289,...,2246 155}, 3 2552,7 2556,11 2560,
r5 2564,19 2569,23 2572,27 2576,3L 2590,35 2594,39 25gB
Electrodes
7,2,3r4r516,,7,9,9,10,11,12,L3,14,75,76,17r79rLq,20,27122,23124,25126,27r2g,29,30,31,32133,34,

35,36,37,38 ,39,40,4I,42,43,44,45,46,47,49,49,,50,5L,{52,L04,...,2550},
{ 108, 155,...,260r},{255r,2b52,...,2600}

Figures 5.5,5.10,
6.4,7.r Figure 5.7 289 25
Excitations
01 29,33 05,09 45,49 13,77 53,57 21,25 6r,09 37,4r r3,0L 05,09 13, 77 27,25 29,
33 37,47 45,49 33,57 61,01 73,r7 29,33 45,49 61,09 2r,25 37,4r 53, 57 05
Electrodes
L,3,5,7 ,9,I1,13,I5,L7,79,2L,23,25,27 ,29,31,33,35,37 ,39,41,43,45,47 ,49,5I,53,55,57,59,61,63
Figures 6.5,6.13,
6.20,6.27,6.23,4.20 4x5x4 780 gg 20
Excitations
07 20,0219,03 19,04 17,05 16,06 15,07 14,09 13,05 09,06 10,07 11, 0g i2,10 74,L715,
72 16,07 09,11 12,15 16,09 13,06 07,1011,1415,0t27,05 06,09 10, 13 14,01 04,
05 08,09 12,13 16,17 ?0,0LL7,0219,03 19,04 20,05 13,06 14,07 15,08 16
Electrodes
i,r,3,4,5,6,?,9,

Figures 6.17,6.18
Excitations
1 3,11 73,2123,,3L 33,41 43,4 6,14 76,24 26,34 36,44 46,7 9,1_7 79,27 29,37 39,47 49,42 44,
32 34,22 24,12 r4,2 4,5 7,75 L7,25 27,35 37,45 47,49 50,39 40,2g 30,1g 2g,1 31,11 47,2 32,
L2 42,3 33,L3 43,4 34,14 44,5 35,15 45,6 36,76 46,7 37, L7 47,9 49,19 4g,g 39,19 49,L0 40,20 50
Blectrodes
L,2,3,4r5,6,7,9,9,10,11,12,I3rr4,I5,16,17,19,19,20,2L,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,
34,35 ¡6 ;?,38,N,N,4,A,ß ø

Bxcitations
r 5,2 6,7 11,9 12,13 17,14 79,19 23,20 24,25 29,26 30,31 35,32 36,7 25,7 3I,
2 26,8 32,3 27,9 33,4 29,10 34,5 29,77 35,6 30,12 36,9 22,15 29, 77 2r,76 26,
3 13,4 Lg,lg 33,34 24

Blectrodes
112,3,4r5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,73,74,15,16,17,19,19 r20r2I,22,23124,25,26,27,29,
29,30,31,32,33,34,3 5,36



Appendix D

Borehole Logs

The coring logs for the boreholes shown in Figure 6.14 are included in Appendix D. These

are taken from [92].
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BOREHOLE CT-l
11n;.1i1 i =

Location. t{MA'C' Trench 20 centreline

Borehole T CME-75, Continuous Core

Surface Elev t64.75

Top of PiPe: r65.58

UTM Grid Coord

UTM Grid Coord

t2l+01.37þl

428.245 tC,5('tr,?

n-r-. 1995/08/.l4

Logged By; Si{

ô.()

=o
c)
lC
(¡,

Sample Number'

Type and
lnterval (m)

o,o)
.9
o.
C,
(9

qo)
c,o
=oOd,(Jú
+or

o(J

r50

r50

r50

r50

v

A l0 slot
PVC screen
was placed
Þelow the
watertable
from 8.29 to
g.8l m. A

0.6 m

Þentonite
seal was
placed ¡n

the borehole
from 5.79 to
6.40 m.

clean sand
fill and silica
sand wefe
placed
around the
well scfeen
and extend
up to and
above the
bentonit e
seal. Fill

was added
to the
borehole as

the augefs
were Þulled
up to the
Þase of the
trench, to
pfevent
waste from
migr ating
downward
Þelow the
tr ench.

I ss 0-0.37

2 ss 0.76-1.13

3 SS 1.52-1.71

4 ss 2.29-2.44

5 SS 3.05-3.17

6 SS 3.Bl-4.21

7 SS 4.57-5.00

B SS 5.33-5.61

I SS 5.61-5.94

10 ss 6.10-6.61

lr ss 6.86-7.47

l2 SS 7.62-8.14

13 SS 8.38-8.81

14 cc L14-9.91

SAND F]LL (IOYR 6/2)
Clean, loose, moderately sorted, massive,

light brown¡sh grey f ine sand f ill. Pit run

cobbles uP to 4 cm dìameter. Augers

gr¡nding on cobbles ôt I m.

FINE SAND (lOYR 6/2 to 10YR ô/l)
Clean, compact to very dense, well sorted,

well laminated, f ine sand' Unit ¡s speckled

with mica ênd garnets.

WASTE

Waste composed of a caP from. a

scintìllation vial, plast¡c' chunks of

transluceni rubbery maierial, styrofoam

Þalls, fibery materiðl in green dye and

f lakes of metal. The matrix ¡s composed of

sand fill.

SAND FlLL (IOYR 6/2)
Clean, loose, moderately sorted, mass¡ve

to very weakly laminated, light brownish

grey fine sand fill. Lenses of iron siaining

4.63 to 4.66 m.

VERY FINE SAND (1OYR 6/4)
S¡lty, compact, poorly sorted, mêss¡ve,

lighi yellotJ¡sh brown very f ine sênd.



BOREHOLE CT-l

Loca |IMA'C' Trench 20 centreline

Borehole Type: CME-75, Continuous Core

Surface Elevati 184.75

Top of Pipe: 165'58

10.67

13.7 2

tc aÀ

UTM Grid Coord E:

UTM Grid Coorcl N:

r2t+ôl.37ll
'"-t t. c:< .S

426.24s
( 

'¡ , 1(.'; 'i

g3¡s. 1995/08/14

Logged By¡ Sll

o
0)É
o,
ô
c)

C
=o
O

Iz

l3

14

1

,)

l

.J

I
.l

4-l
l
I
l
l
l
Ir5i

t2

l6

CLAYEY SlLT (IOYR 6/I)
St¡f f, light ônd dark varving' light grev

clayey s¡lt. 0xidized lenses at the top of

this unit. Alum¡num core tube dented on

end indicating till. Unable to core beyond

' 16.31 m.\_____ ------/
Terminated dr¡lling in till at 16.31 m.

eo
(J

o
c)
I
.q
LL

o,o
J

.9
o.o
(Ð

Sample Number'

TyPe and

Interval (m)

-E()-o_
olq(J3

i6 CC 10.67-11.28

ì7 CC 11.28-11.64

18 CC i2.19-12.80

r9 cc t2.80-13.26

20 cc 13.72-14.08

21 cc 15.24-16.31

A PRM-6
con taminatlon
metef wrth a

4 4-9
pancêke
de tec tof
wês used to
measure

ÞacKgfouno
was 120 to
r50 cpm. A

model 2A

E xp losrme tef
was
employed to
measure
c omÞus tiÞle
gases that
may have
been
present in

the waste
trenches.
There were
no

combus tible
gases
present at
thi s

bor ehole
locatron.

FINE MED]UM SAND (IOYR 6/I)
Clean, compact, moderêtely sorted. well

lôm¡nated, light grey fine +'o fine-medium

sand. Thick lenses of b¡otite. Sand is in ô
reducìng environmeni. Unit is speckled

w¡ih gêrnets.

MEDIUM coARSE SAND (l0YR 6/l)
Clean, loose, moderately sortec, disturbed'
l¡ght grey medium coarse sênd.



BOREHOLE CT_2

Location' V{MA'C' Trench 19 centreline UTM Grid Coord t23+38.811{
tr) ,J(r.'1 -É

Borehole Typs; CME-75, Continuous Core UTM Grid Coord N: 3S8.74S
a ja; i .<? (.

Surface Elevation: 184'27 oate. t995/08/18

Top of Pipe:@1 Logged By; Sll

wês
employed to
meê suf e

c ombus tlÞle
gases that

Eo
(J

Ø
c
o
c)
Iq)

Sample Number,

TyPe and

Interval (m)

ø0)
CO
=(JooJ(JE
to)

o
C)

€e
o_
olqo3

A l0 slot
PVC screen
was placed .

below the
watertaÞle
from 8.02 to
9.54 m. A

0.6 m

bentoni te
seal was
placed in
the Þorehole
from 6.10 to
6.71 m.

Clean sand
f¡ll was
placed
around the
well screen
and extend
up to and
above the
Þen tonite
seal. Fill
was added
to the
Þofehole as

the augers
wefe pulled

up to the
Þase of the
trench, to
prevent
waste from'

migra ting
downward
Þelow the
trench.

A PRM-6
contamination
meter with a

44-9
pancake
detector
wês used to
measufe
r adiocont
The local
background
was 150

cpm. A

model 2A

250

c

250

r50

t ss 0-0.12

2 SS 0.76-1.07

3 SS 1.52-1.65

4 SS 1.65-1.95

5 SS 2.29-2.56

6 SS 3.05-3.11

7 SS 3.ll-3.41
B SS 3.81-4.24
I SS 4.57-5.00

lo ss 5.33-5.49
ll ss 5.49-5.85

l2 ss 6.10-6.55

r3 SS 6.86-7.35

14 ss 7.62-8.08

15 SS 8.38-8.84

16 SS L14-9.63

SAND FTLL (IOYR 6/2 tO IOYR 6/4)
Clean, loose, moderately sorted, massive,

l¡ght brownish grey to lighi yellowish brown

f ine sand f ill. Pii run cobbles up to 3 cm

diômeter.

VERY FINE SAND (lOYR ô/4)
Clean, loose to comPact, moderately

sorted, weêkly laminated, light yellowish

brown very f ine sand. Unit is speckled

with micô and garneis.

Terminated drilling in sand at 9 63 m

þ{ASTE

Waste composed of asphalt, plastic, wood,

mop head, rubber gloves and wìre' The

mal.rix is comPosed of sand f ill'

SAND FILL (IOYR 6/2)
Clean, loose, moderately sorted, massive

io very weakly laminated, light brownish

grey fine sand fill. Lenses of iron staining

at top of unit.

VERY FINE SAND (IOYR 6/4)
Silty, moist, compact, poorly sorted,

massive, lighi yellowish brown very f ine

sarid.

FtNE SAND (|OYR 6/2 to lOYR 6/l)
Clean, compact, well sorted' well laminaied'

f ine sand. Unii is speckled with mica and

garneis. S¡lt laminae ôpprox' 5 mm thick

at 5.67, 6.37 and 7.89 m. Lenses of iron

stain at 6.28 and 7'68 m.

FINE SAND continued



l{MA'C' Trench 19 centreline

CT_3

UTM Grid çoo16 ¿. 123+39.5111 -] t f i ['1''3

BOREHOLE

=Location:

Borehole Typs; CME-75, Continuous Core UTM Grid Coord r.r. 414.44s I 'ci 4)-L-

Surface Elevation: 164'21 ¡¿1s. 1995/08/.l6

Top of Pipe:Æll Logged By: Sil

0,
oo
o)E
0t
o(J

=o(J
I

z.

E
ô.()

=o(J
I
c,

Sample Number'

Type and
Interval (m)

0,oJ
(J
-c,ô.o
(9

1E()-o_
clqc)3

A l0 slot
PVC screen
was placed.
Þelow the
watertable
from 7.99 to
9.51 m. A

0.6 m

Þentonite
seal was
placed in

the Þorehole
f rom 7.01 lo
7.62 n.
cleên sand
fÌll was
placed
around the
well scfeen
and extend
up to and
aÞove the
bentontte
SEAI. F¡II

was added
to the
borehole as

the augers
were pulled

up to the
base of the
trench, to
prevent
wêste ffom
mig¡'a ting
downwêrd
below the
trench.

A PRM-6

con taminat¡on
meter w¡th ê

4 4-g
pancake
de tec tor
was used to
meâsule
radiocontami
The local
background
r,ras 150

cpm. A

model 2A

lss 0-0.2/

2 SS 0,/6-0.88

3 SS 1.52-1.80

2.29-2.47

2 
^tr- 

? 17

6 SS 3.81-3.S0

tr a1 C 7ñ

6.10 -6.43

I SS ô.86-7.25

t0 ss 7.62-8.02

r1 ss B.3B-8.69

12 SS 9.14 -9.51

SAND FILL (lOYR 6/2 to l0YR 6/4)
CIean, loose, moderateìy sorted, mass¡ve,

light yellow¡sh brown fine sand f ill. Pit run

cobbles up to 4 cm d¡ômeter. A stôinless.
steel bolt was found in the core. It
measured 11000 cpm. The so¡l however,

was background in terms of
rêd¡ocontam¡nation.

VERY FINE SAND (IOYR 6/4)
Clean. comPaci, moderôtely sorted,

massive to weakly lôminêted, light yellowish

brown very f ine sand. Unit is speckled

with micô ônd garnets

Terminated drill¡ng in sand at 9.51 m.

t50

250

200

{ASTE
|^laste composed of plastic, wood' pôper

and rubber gloves. The wêste is wet. The

matrix is composed of sand f ill' There

appeared to be dust coming out of the

ôugers after driving ihe split spoon on the

sixth sômple.

SAND FILL
No sample was recovered from 4.57 to 5.lB

m. However, the split spoon penetrêted

easily so it is inf erred that this region is

sand fill.

F]NE SANO (IOYR 6/2)
Clean, compact, well sorted, weêkly to well

laminôted with depth l¡ght brownish grey

f ine sand. Unit is speckled with mica and

garnets. Silt laminae êpprox. 5 mm ihick

êt 5.49,5.6t,6.21,7'O1.7.OT to 7.13' 2.68

and 7.88 m. Lenses of iron stêining at ihe

top of this unit and just below the water

table.

FINE SANO coniìnued

was

employed to
meêsure
c omDUs ttble
qêses that
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Sample NumÞer'

Type and
Interval (m)

ao
J
(J

o,o
(Ð

ø0)
coãolootc) æ.to,

o(J

A l0 slot
PVC scfeen
was Placed.
below the
watertable
from 8.75 to
10.27 m. A

0.6 m

bentonite
seal was
placed in

the borehole
from 6.40 to
7.01 m.

Clean sand
fill was
placed
around the
well screen
and extend
up to and
aÞove the
bentonite
seal. Fill
was added
to the
borehole as

the augefs
were pulled

up to the
base of the
trench, to
prevent
waste from
m¡grating
dovJnwafd
below the
trench.

Â PRM-6

contêmination
meter wiih a
a4-g
pancake
detector
was used to
measure

The local
background
wês 150

cpm. A

model 2A

2 ss 0.sl-1.28

3 SS 1.52-1.76

4 ss 2.29-2.65

5 SS 3.05-3.41

ô ss 3.81-4.18

7 ss 4.57-4.97

B SS 5.33-5.76

s ss 6.10-6.52

r0 ss ô.86-7.28

ll ss 7.62-8.05

12 SS 8.38-8.78

r3 SS 9.14-9.45

SAND FILL (10YR 6/2 to l0YR 6/4)
Clean, loose, poorly soried, mêssive, lighi

brown¡sh grey fine sand fill. Pit run

cobbles uÞ to 4 cm diameter. Some

coarser sand êt aPProx' I m. Augers

hitting cobbles from grade to 0.91 m'

I IIASTE
I wasie comÞosed of a metal container and

I scintillation vials. The waste smelled of

I scintillaiion cockiail' The split spoon

I penetrated the top of the wasie very

2.65 l-' easilv - assumed thêt that the spoon f
\ punctured ihe metal container full of vials' I

ì The fourtn sample contained some siringy I

{'!9"-Y-"1"-t! -"i i1"-1"!-'i-t!?::'-": - - - -J
SAND FILL
Clean, loose, massive, light brownish grey

fine sand fill.

FINE SANO (lOYR 6/2 to lOYR 6/l)

Clean, compact, well sorted, moderalely io

well laminaied light brownish grey to light

grey with depth fine sand' Unit is

speckled with mica and garnets' Silt

laminôe êpprox. 5 mm thick at 5'36' 5'40'

5.70, 6.16, 6.29 and 7.68 m' Lenses of iron

ai 5.36 and 7.09 m. Lense of FeMg

minerals ai 7.01 m. Sand appears to be

reduced Þelow B.3B m. We stopped

sampling at 9.45 m then augered down io

10.21 m to install the Pìezometer'

FTNE SAND CONtiNUCd

Terminated drilling in sand at 9'45 m'

was
employed to
measur e

comÞus t¡Þle
gases that
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A l0 slot
PVC screen
was placed.
below the
wa tertable
from 8.75 to
10.27 n. A

0.6 m

bentonite
seal was
placed ¡n

the borehole
from 6.40 to
7.01 m.

Clean sand
f ill was
placed
around the
well screen
and extend
up to ênd
above the
bentonite
seal. Fill
was added
to the
borehole as

the augers
were pulled

up to the
bêse of the
trench, to
prevent
waste from
migrating
downward
below the
trench.

A PRM-6

contam¡na t¡on
meter with a

44-9
pancake
detec tor
was used to
measure
radioconl
The local
backgf ound
was 150

cÞm. A

model 2A

Clean, compact, well sorted, well lêminated

l¡ght brownish grey f ine sand' Unit is

speckled witn rn¡ca and garnets. Silt

laminae approx. 5 mm thick at 6.1/, 6.89

and 6.26 m. There ðre 2-l mm bônds of

wês

employed to
íùeèlure
combus tiÞle
gases that

Sample Number,

Type and
Interval (m)

E
o.o

Jo
(J
gg
tt

ØA
coÞoooJc) cE
t 0.,

oo

r ss 0-0.09

2 SS 0.76-1.07

3 SS 1.52-1.89

5 SS 3.Bl-3.84

6 SS 4.57-4.88

7 SS 5.33-5,64

I SS 6.10-6.46

I SS 6.86-7.16

r0 ss 7.62-7.S5

il ss 8.38-8.66

150

v
250

SAND FILL (lOYR 6/2 to l0YR 6/4)
Clean, loose, moderately soried, massive,

light brownish grey to yellowish brown fine

sand f ill. Pit run cobbles uP to 3 cm

diameter. Augers hitting cobbles from

grade to 1.52 m.

I,IASTE

Waste composed of wet wood and some

clothing was brought t'o surf ace on the

augers. When coring fron 2.29 to 2.90 m

the spllt spoon dropped after 2.59 m'

therefore we infer that this is the iop of

the wôste region. There was no recovery

from ihis sample - only wet pieces of

wood on ihe ouiside of ihe spoon. After

uncoupling the spoon after the fourth

sample, the drive rods ênd spoon were
jammed over to one s¡de- It seemed that

the spoon was caughi agêinst a large

obiect. when we pulled the êugers we

found thai the ôuger head had metal

r tubing wrapped around itself. l,,le replaced

I th" auger head and moved ahead approx'

i 2 m. towards wMA'C'chôngehouse. t¡le

I Oegan to auger down and intersected

ll another large obiect ai 2.3 m. ttle moved

'i ahead ôcain in the same direct¡on êpprox.
ll ¡ r. w" tn"n augered down to 3.Bl m and

li Oegan sampling. !,lhile augering at this

location we encountêred some gummy

purplish waste that had a very strong

odour. Unfortunately, our explosimeter
qu¡t because of dead batieries, so we

donned comfos for the rema¡nder of the

borehole. The gummy waste adhered to
il our augers and ôuger plug so there was ê

iì potential of smearing the waste to the

ll suosequeni samples.

Isaruo rtl
lClean, loose, mêssive, light brownish grey
rfine sand fill. Some of the purplish waste
rwas found at the top of this sample.

VERY FINE SAND (IOYR 6/4)
Dirty, compact, poorly sorted, weakly

laminated light yellowish brown very fine

sand.




